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INTRODUCTION 
The deposition of Edward II, the Hundred Years' War, and 
the BlaCk Death all contributed to the unsettled state of English 
society in the mid fourteenth-century, but the monarchy found a 
partial solution to this chaotic situation in the justice of the 
peace. Adopting the form of the custos pacis. keeper of the 
peace, 1 Edward III began to construct a new type of governmental 
office which would conserve the peace, judge any minor diaputes, 
and administer the law. The old Norman police system headed by 
the sheriff declined as the justice of the peace stepped into the 
re.ulting power vacuum. 2 Although originally charged with pre-
serving the King's peace within the county, the justice of the 
peace soon found himself responsible for the enforcement of the 
repressive Statute of Laborers (1351), a function resurrected 
later with the pas.age of the famed Statute of Artificer. (1563). 
When the Revolt of 1381 is recalled, the connection between pre-
serving order and the labor problem becomes apparent. During the 
turbulent reign of Richard II, the commission of the peace was 
1 34 Edw. III. c. 1. 
2Charles A. Beard, The Office 9f Ju.tice of the Peace in 
England Its origin and Development (It studies in HIstory, Econom-
ics and Public Law, It vol. XX, No. 1, New York, The Columbia 
university Pre.s, 1904), p. 33. 
-expanded,3 and then the Lanaastrian Parliaments continued to in-
crease the powera of the juatices. In the fifteenth-century bor-
ough officers like the mayor and alderman were also made justices 
by royal charter as in the case of thoae of Nottingham, Hull, 
Canterbury, Leicester, and London. 4 However, the county justice 
remains the subject of thia study. In him one can observe how 
the Tudors adopted the institution to the needs of the major part 
of the country throughout the sixteenth-oentury. 
In his comprehensive handbook for the justices, William 
Lambarde (1536-1601)5 defined the justice of the peaoe aal 
Judge of Record appointed by the Queene to bee Iustice 
within oertain limites for the Conservation of the Peace, 
and for the exeoution of sundrie things comprehended in 6 
their Commission and in divers laws committed unto them. 
As representative of the crown the justice of the peace "recorded" 
the testimony given by both sides in scrinio pectqri" in the 
3 12 Rio. II. c. 10, 14 Ric. II. c. 11. 
4 Beard, OPe ait., pp. 148-49. 
SWilliam Lambarde was trained at Lincoln' s Inn, and later 
he wrote the PerambulAtion of Kent (1576), the earliest county 
history. Lambarde was appointed a justice of the peace for Kent 
in 1579 and continued in the commission of the peace until his 
death. However, in his later years he held several public offices 
in London--master of Chancery in 1592, keeper of the records at 
the Rolls Chapel in 1597, and keeper of the recorda in the Tower 
in 1601. Written to serve as a convenient quide for the county 
justice, his Eirenarchia remained the standard authority for the 
office, and even Biackstone recommended its study. Cf. D.N.B., 
Vol. XI, pp. 438-39. 
~illiam Lambarde, Eirenlrohial or of the Office of the 
Justice. of the Peac.1 in four. Book.s FIrst glthered 1579, pub-
li,hed 15811 and now fourthly revised, corrected, and enlarged in 
this fortIe and one y_ears of the pea.c:eable raiqne of our most 
gr~ious Queene Elizabeth (London I Printed by '!'homas Wight and 
Bo am Norton, 1599), p. 3. Hereafter cited Eirenarchia, 1599. 
shrine of his heart. the oourt roll being but a memory devioe. 
Lambarde's analysis7 of the definition quoted Glanv!l's phrase, 
"quod sit coram me .. vel Iustitiis me!s", that it may be before 
me or my justices, to indicate that the justice administered the 
law in the name of the King as the justice of assize did on his 
airauit. 8 By 1607 John Cowell in The Inte{preter substituted 
"appointed by the Kinges commission" for Lambarde's "appointed 
by the ()leene", an important change. 9 The commission. containing 
the names of all the justices in a county, was drawn up by the 
chief justices and approved by the Lord Keeper, not by the mon-
arch in whose name it was issued. Thus the personal relationship 
evoked in the phraseology of the twelfth-century became a for-
mality by the close of the Tudor period. 
What kind of a man was Lambarde's justice of the peaae? 
Sinae the justice linked the Privy Council with the local gentry, 
a certain degree of prominence was required of those chosen for 
the commission. Wealth has often been fairly indicative of local 
prominence and some insurance against corruption in office. 
A! though the income requirement of 1t20. pel annum from land or 
business remained standard after 18 Hen. VX. c. 11, an early hand-
book mentioned a possible but temporary exception to be made at 
7 Ei renarehi a, 1599. pp. 70-72. 
8 Eirenarchia, 1599. pp. 3-4. 
9 John Cowell. The Int.ex;preter I 
5i fie tion of Word I Wherein is set foorth the True me n of 
all. or the most part of such Words and Term~s, as are mentioned 
in the Me Writers or st tutes of this vi rious d renewed 
Kinsdome, r!qBirinq anY Exposition or Interpretatiop At Cambridge 
Printed by Iohn Legate" 1607, n. p. 
scretion of the Lord Chanceiior .16 Many of the justices 
who were assigned to towns, cities, and boroughs d.:i.d not have to 
posses. this income because of a royal privilege that dispensed 
from the l«w. ll With these two exceptions, a man who sat as a 
justice without the required income could be fined ~20. and re-
moved. Although Lambarde advocated increasing the legal income 
requirement to enhance the dignity of the office in the face of 
inflation, nothing ever came of the proposal.12 However, a solid 
reputation for observing the law continued to be required for the 
office. 13 
As far as professional education went, the justices were 
to be learned in the law,l4 but formal study was not required. 
Some justices attended the Inns of Court in London for a few term 
while others relied on the handbooks, the advice of their equals, 
and common sense. The handbooks indicate that the justice of the 
peace did know some Latin and French. However most of these 
county magistrates only had a parish education. 
The noble or knight headed the list of justices in a 
or 
a 
n. p., 
l4Fyrste Book, p. 2v. 
given county and thus provided the new gentry with an opportunity 
to meet their social betters under government auspices. The 
80cial change taking place is noticeable in the contrast between 
the definitions given by Lambarde and Sir Thoma. Smith.15 Smith 
wrote that the justices of the peace were "men elected out of the 
nobility, higher and lower, ••• and learned in the laws •• 16 In 
contrast, LaJDbarde gave a functional rather than a social defini-
tion, "Justices of the Peace, bee Judges of Record appointed by 
the Queene ..... 17 Both definitions were true for the England of 
Elizabeth, but Smith's looked to the past while Lambarde's repre-
sented future development. 
The ideal justice of the peace ought to combine title, 
wealth, and leg-al traininq, elements seldom found in one man at a 
time when numbers were needed. Justice, wisdom, and fortitude 
al80 were qualities to be sought in a man of the bench. But above 
all other virtuea, Lambarde believed that a firm love and fear of 
God were neces.ary for a good judge.18 God, Him.elf, was pre.ent 
15sir Thomas Smith (1513-1577) a brillant lawyer who had 
a distinguished career at cambridge where he held a chair in civil 
law. In 1565 Smith wrote De R!~liaa AnglorUC) 1\ niscourse on 
the Cgaonwealth of BDq~N!4 In ch the Enq Ish court system and 
Parliamentary procedure were deacribed in detail. Much of our 
information on how Tudor government functioned cames fram this 
work. In contrast to the handbooks of Lambarde" he emphaaized 
the legal structure rather t.han powers as web. Cf. Mary Dewar, 
Sir 'lhcpas Smith I A Tudor Intellectual in Office (London. The 
Althone Preas, 1964). 
16sir Thomas Smith, De Republica glorum in J. H. 
Tanner' a 'l'uClor Constitutional J)ocumenta A. D. 1485-16031 With an 
Historical Commentary (Cambridge. At the university Prea., 
1945), p. 120. 
17 Birearchip., 1582, p. 3. l8E1rtrylJ'Cl\ia, 1582, p. 35. 
on the bench with the justice.~~ As a faithful member of the 
English Church and a fine public servant, Lambarde inserted the 
oath of supremacy to abolish the tlusurped authori tie of the 
aomish Pharao." He suggestively noted that many justices had 
never taken it. 20 Earlier handbooks such as Fitzherbert's only 
contained the standard oath pertaining to the faithful execution 
of office, 21 and Lambarde repeated it verbatim. 22 Essentially 
it required equal treatment of all before the law, impartiality 
in handling cases, and honesty in submitting any fines or fees to 
the Exchequer. With this image in mind, we shall examine the 
justices of th~ peace at work to determine their effectiveness. 
Black,23 Fitzroy,24 and Williamson25 have perpetuated the 
image of the justice as a docile beast of burden, the diligent 
civil servant at best. Rowse qualified their remarks by pointing 
to the recalcitrant justices of Yorkshire who cooperated with the 
weavers against new governmental regulation. 26 Doea this indicate 
19 Eirenarchia. 1582, pp. 61-62. 
20 EiEenarchi a, 1582, p. 62. 
21The newe hoke of iusticea 9f peace (London I R. Tottyl1, 
1560), pp. 59-60. Hereafter cited aa Newe hoke. 
22 Eirenarchia, 1582, p. 61. 
23J • B. Black, The Reign of Elizabeth 1558-1603 2nd ed. 
(OXford, At the Clarendon Press, 1959), p. 213. 
24Sir Americ Fitzroy, The HiatorY of the Privy Council 
(London, John Murray, 1928), p. 114. 
25 James A. Williamson, The Tudor Age (London I Longmans 
Green and Co. Ltd., 1961), p. 440. 
26 A. L. Rowse, The England of Elizabethl The Structure 
of SOciety (New Yorkl The Macmillan Co., 1961), pp. 291-92. 
--
that there is another facet to the character of the justice? 
Beard's portrayal of the justice as a Pru •• ian bureaucrat 
who appears ever enthusiastic and obedient mu.t be questioned. 
If an accurate estimation of the justice i. to be achieved. 
Beard's exemplI mu.t be supplemented by a fuller .tudy of indivi-
dual ca.... Since little i. known of the lives of the ju.tice •• 
the historian must turn to the county record •• Privy Council act., 
and handbook. to fill in the gap collectively. SO before aen-
aidering the justice at work in the varied spheres of hi. juris-
diction, we muat inspect the handbooks which he consul ted. 
CHAPTER I 
THE USE OF THE HANDBOOKS AT QUARl'ER SESSIONS 
Legal experts composed several handbooks for the refer-
ence of the justices of the peace who mayor may not have had the 
opportunity to obtain formal training at the Inns of Court in 
London. Although the justices were under no compulsion whatso-
ever to use these aids" the numerous editions and surviving copie. 
testify to their widespread popularity. 
The early handbooks of the reign have much in common, 
physically those of 1559 and 1560 appear quite similar in size 
and format. The former was written anonymously, but the latter 
was a reprinted translation of Fitzherbert's 1538 manual. Both 
have elements that continued to appear in subsequent handbooks. 
First, the commission of the peace is fully explained at the be-
ginning. Secondly, Latin writs can be found in both" and finally 
some notice of the minor county officials concludes the work. 
The core of the handbook dealt with various violations of 
the law, the statutory penalty concluded most entries. A major 
problem such as forcible entry merited a page or two while keeping 
a market required a brief entry of a few lines. l Although a rec-
ognized problem predating Elizabeth's reign, the licensing of 
lfyrste Book, pp. 4r" Sv. 
.~ '" 
alehouses was not treated in the 1559 handbook, but Lambarde 
2 dwelt on it extensively forty years later. A kidnapping entry 
directed to Welsh counties occurred only in the 1559 book,3 al-
though each of the others contained a general reference to it. 
Fitzherbert's orientation towards medieval law can be observed 
in his detailed analysis of the statutes while the anonymous 
writer handled them with greater brevity and less erudition. 
Fitzherbert, author of an abridgment of yearbooks, La Graunde 
Abridgement (1514),4 temporally linked Marowe5 with Lambarde, who 
drew on both men's knowledge. In their choice of language--
Latin, law French, and finally English, each marked a stage in 
the dissemination of English legal knowledge. 
The 1582 edition of Eirenarebia. Lambarde's compreuensive 
handbook, revealed a new emphasis on order by containing the 
first detailed index which would be refined in succeeding edi-
tions. The requirements of a justice were also more clearly 
2 Birentrchia. 1599, pp. 339, 344, 510, 519, 552, 587. 
3IVrste Book. p. 7r. 
4 D.N.I. Vol. VII, p. 170. 
5Thomas Marave (1461/641-1505) was a lawyer of Inner 
Temple, under-sheriff of London, a counsel in the Court of King's 
Bench, and a member of various commissions. Be was named a jus-
tice of the peace for Middlesex in 1501. In Lent, 1503, Marowe 
delivered his reading De ~~~ terre et ece eaie et conservacione 
eiusdem. Westmin,tor pr~mer, cap tulo pr 9 t at arde a 
pI tzherbert bOt.h use. Shortly afterward Marowe was appointed 
serjeant-at-law, but he died soon after this. Cf. B. H. Putnam, 
r Treatis a on the Practice of the Justices f the Peace in 
e F fte t and xteenth Centu es. 
presented~b Instead of quoting a document as Fitzherbert had 
done, Lambarde attempted to narrate the historical development of 
the office. 7 The handbooks oi 1587 and 1599 disclosed a fuller 
interest in conducting a quarter session than their predecessors, 
the respective editions of 1560 and 1582. A particular case like 
the famoua Lichfield riot sometimes served Fitzherbert as an 
illustration of legal application,8 Lambarde also made use of 
these examples by frequent reference to Kent, where he served as 
a justice. The confusing organization and language of 1587 gave 
way to the logical, clear work of Lambarde over a decade later. 
Lambarde constructed a table of felonies that divided crime into 
public and private categories. The further division of the pub-
lic category into crimea concerning the Queen like treason and 
those concerning the commonwealth, such aa the laws against vaga-
bonds, demonstrates this fine organization. However, Lambarde 
showed his true genius in the tangled sphere of private crime. 
By adopting the Raman law division of crime, he distinguished 
between the crimes pertaining to the body alone, to the body and 
goods together, to goods alone. 9 With this brief survey of the 
handbooks in mind, we now pass to a consideration of what they 
reveal concerning the quarter session. 
6 Eirenarchia. 1582, p. 32. 7 Eirenarchia. 1582, p. 145. 
8sir Anthony Fitzherbert, L'office and utoritie de 
Iuetic.s de Peace, in part cOllects:rtk sIr AntSoni. FitZherbert. 
Chlvaler. un d. Iuetices de oaemon el Et ore le iierce soits 
Inl.rqe Der Richard Cranpton un A,pp_rentic. de 1. commen ley 
(London I Richard Tottell, 1587), p. 6lv. Hereafter cited as 
L'office. 
9 Eireparchia. 1599, pp. 220-21. 
Having read the required statutes to the assembled 
jurors, the justices proceeded to hear the presentments followed 
by the indictments. 10 In the indictment Marowe considered five 
elements necessary: the full name and rank of the party indicted, 
the exact date and place of the crime, the name of the injured 
person, the name and value of the object involved, and lastly the 
precise nature of the offense. ll One of these reads: 
4 May I E. at the parish of st~ Clements-Danes, co. Midd. 
Thomas Shawe alias Stanley late of London yoman stole 2 silvel 
goblett98 worth LB. and 2 silver spoons worth 2~. from Willian 
Cockes. 12 
L&~arde warned that extreme accuracy must be taken in procuring 
and recording the indictment, for it was the basis of the trial.13 
During this procedure the justices of tile peace had to protect 
the rights of both parties. 14 
The hearing followed. If the accused confessed, the mat-
ter ended with the determination of the justice. However, a 
denial of the charge required an examination of both parties and 
10These legal terms are defined by Lambarde in his 1582 
edition of Eirenarchia, pp. 383-84, 
presentement-Nthe meare denuntiation of the Iurors them-
selves or some Officer" 
indictement-"finding of a Bill of accusation to bee True" 
11 Eirenarchi a, 1582, p. 386. 
12John C. Jeaffreson (ed.), Middlesex County Reco:ds 
Vol. I Indictements. Coroners' Inquests-Post-Mortem and Recogni-
zances 3 Edward VI. to the End of the ReIgn of Queen ElIzabeth. 
(Clerkenwell Sessions Bouse, Printed for The Middlesex COunty 
Records Society, 1886), p. 34. 
13 Eirenarchia, 1582, p. 402. 
14§trenarchia, 1582# p. 415. 
witnesses by the justice, the aubmission of certificates con-
taining the sworn testimony of thoae not present, and in most 
cases the use of arraignment. In the last two ateps the jury 
examined the testimony and concluded with a section (verdict). 
The justice then pronounced sentence and arranged for its execu-
15 tion. 
Instead of prosecuting at quarter sessions in the normal 
manner, the grieved party could, especially if he were influen-
tial, petition the Privy Council for redress. Although this 
course was followed in complicated cases that involved powers not 
given to the justices, it sometimes treated a rather petty matter 
Local governmental bodies also had recourae to the Council. For 
example, the parishes of st. Leonard's Shoreditch and Haxton in 
Middlesex petitioned that the highway from the church to Ware be 
cleared by Anthony Richardson, the parish guardian, because of 
the "noysome and unholesome aaviura and amel1es-.16 The Council 
directed the Middlesex justices to examine the complaint and 
order some aation. If Richardson still refused, he would have to 
appear before the Privy Council. 
OCcasionally the justice of the peace might have to 
aasist a mea senger of the OUeen'a Chamber in summoning some one 
to London. In 1596 the juatices of Kent received a reprimand for 
15 Eirenarchia, 1582, p. 453. 
16John R. Da.ent (ed.), Act. of the Privy Council of 
England. n ••• , 32 vols. (London: Printed for Her Majesty's 
statIonery Office, 1890-1907), Vol. XVII, p. 153. Hereafter 
cited aa A.p.e. 
failing to obtain post horses .s ordered over a week before.J.1 
Since the Crown provisioned the horses and only permitted each 
one to run a single .tage, there was less reason for refusal. 18 
The justices were told to forward the name. of the uncooperative 
for future action. In 1590 Edward Leigh, a stafford.hire justice 
of the peace, submitted info~ation against John stone, a lawyer 
of Middle Temple, who was accused of aiding the Spani.h fleet. 19 
Once again admini.tration .uperseded the judicial a.pect of the 
office. Whether initiated from above or below, the justice. 
became involved. 
In an effort to further regularize the judicial proce.s, 
the privy Council issued detailed instructions on judicial proce-
dure to all justices in November, 1566. 20 Pir.t, the county 
custos rotulorum, preserver of the rolls, was to send a certified 
enumeration of all shire official. and their re.pective divisions, 
pari.h .... and limit. to London. Second, the privy Council chose 
two or three justices in each division together with the coroner 
and the clerk of the peace. Third, these designated ju.tices 
would summon five men in every hundred, including constables and 
great landowners. Upon their appearance, the justices would 
charge these citizens to inquire into various article. deemed 
violated. While the five were given one copy of the articles, 
17 18 A.P.g., Vol. XXV, p. 467. A.P.C., Vol. XXV, p. 358. 
19 A.P.C., Vol. XX, p. 99. 
20x• A. E. Green (ed.), Calendar of state Paper, 2f 
!l1teethAddenda. 1566-79 (London I Printed for Her Majesty's 
sta onery Office, 1871), pp. 21-22. 
another went to each parish Where a certificate was to be made 
and forwarded to the justices. Within three or four weeks the 
entire process was to be fini.hed. This information of violation 
was then added to the personal knowledge of the justices of the 
peace and the collective return of the five, and a day for pre-
sentments was then appointed. 
Upon submitting a presentment, any two inhabitants alao 
had to give evidence at a later session or a •• ize, but their 
expenses were paid by the fines resulting from the cas.. The 
justice then ordered all offenders to appear at the quarter ses-
sion when the indictments were made. A special jury could re-
place the ordinary one in cases where the judges observed some 
defect in evidence or decision. Those who concealed or gave 
faulty evidence were then put under bond to appear at a later 
session and offer evidence under oath. At this point the indiat-
menta were sent to the proper higher courts such as King's Bench 
or Exchequer. 
The quarter sessions clerk drew up a double roll of all 
persona convicted or indicted as well as the fines and punish-
ments. one roll was forwarded to the Privy Council at the be-
ginning of the next term, so that the execution of the law could 
be supervised effectively, the other remained with the cu.to. 
rotulorum. The Exchequflr also received a roll upon which the 
finea were recorded while its duplicate remained in the county. 
A8 for the fines, the Queen's Exchequer received half while half, 
minus allowance. to presenters of evidence or informers, was 
divided 
r'~~~~~:::::~8 ~:::~.:!i:::::~~=~''''1 
work within the prescribed day or two necessitated the issuing of 
wri ts and other orders beforehand. Because the Statute 2 Ric. 
II. c. 3. set the maximum duration of a quarter session at three 
days, more and more busines. was done by justices at a discre-
tionary session or by a single justice living in the neighbor-
hood. 21 In such circumstances the handbook proved of inestimable 
value. Here he could quickly find the form of a writ, the answer 
to a technicality of prooedure, or excerpts from the statutes. 
As the body of Tudor legislation and conciliar order expanded, 
revised editions of these legal handbooks appeared, some fifty-
seven in all for the century. 22 
Where the justices obtained their information is not 
always known, but several sources were available. The constable, 
parish warden, overseer, or even a private oitizen could have 
submitted the info~ation. A Council order of 1566 required all 
, constables, appointees of the justices, to report on the condi-
tion of their parishes at each quarter session. 23 Lambarde, 
2lwilliam s. Holdsworth, A Riston of hbi.h Law (London I, 
.Methuen and 00. Ltd., 1924), Vol. IV, p. 146. I 
22Beatrioe H. Putnam, Ear11 Treatises on the Pract!ce of the Juatioe of the Peace in the F! teenth and SIxteenth centur-
ies. Vol. VII of Oxford stud!e, in SooIal and Legal iilstoxy, ed. 
Paul Vinoqradoff (OXford I At the Clarendon Pres., 1924), 
pp. 237-86 pa,8im. 
I 
I .~~i 
recognizing the need for a clear explanation of the duties of a 
constable, wrote a short treatise on the subject. 24 Since in-
formers were sometimes intimidated by an irritated public, a 
Council proclamation of 1566 provided three months in prison and 
a whippinq for those mistreating informers. 25 
The task of taking- sureties for those indicted to appear 
or from those suspected of future disorder and crime was another 
duty of the justice of the peace. For instance, Thomas Byrnd of 
Wanborouqh in Wiltshire was put under bond for ten marks at 
Michaelmas session, 1575, and his two relat.ives, Anthony and OWen 
Brynd, for ,lt20. each to keep the peace toward Roqer Colly. All 
three had to appear before the next general sessiona. 26 This 
sort of pro J)lce entry frequently occurred in the records of the 
quarter sessions. In a rare case bond was taken for qood be-
havior over a longer period as evinced by the case of Edmund 
Plowden of Shiplake in Berkshire who had to appear before the 
privy Council within a year upon summons. 27 
26a . C. Johnson (ed.), w~t"hix:e ~unt Records. Minutes 
of Proceedingl in 8e'riOft. ~563 aDd 1574 to lS§2. (Devis.a. 
Headly Brothers, 1949 , p. 16. 
Lemon, 
1856) , 
27 
Although the justice of the peaoe exercised wide juris-
diction, a wider variety of cases might be expected in the quar-
ter session records. Assaults, robberies, trespass violations 
fill the records with occasional entries concerning taxation, 
property ownership, sanitation, and poor relief. The major cases 
like treason were handled by other courts, but the justice of the 
peacfIl procured much of the information necessary for a judgment 
by a superior court. Sometimes the Privy Council requested a 
recommendation, too, While in other instances it disposed of the 
case after the local authorities had made the arrest. The latter 
method used wall in the case of a man named Blount, who traveled 
from place to place with a falsified commission designating him 
as an executor of the statute concerning the wearing of wool 
caps.2S 
Since the justice of the peace was committed to preservin 
public law and order, one of the main topics treated in the hand-
books is "riotous assemblie." According to the 1559 book, such 
disturbances required the service. of two or three justices as 
well as the sheriff. If the rioters fled before the appearance 0 
the proper authorities, the people in the neighborhood had to 
examine the affair and return a verdict within a month. A ce1~i-
ficate of the findings was then forwarded to the Privy Council, 
and anyone who obstructed the course of inquiry was susceptible 
to trial in the Court of King's Bench. 29 The handbook of 1560 
28 A.P.C., Vol. XXVI, p. 73, also A.P.C., Vol. XX, p. 352 
for a similar oase. 
29 te Book • 5r. 
defined a riot, .s opposed to an assembly. If any illegal action 
were taken by the assembled persons, the assembly legally became 
• riot. However, any unauthorized assembly remained undesir-
able. 30 The 1582 edition of Lambarde attempted a finer defini-
tion of "riotous assemble" by indicating that three or more per-
sons had to be involved. It was further considered in reference 
to entering the property of another or to participati. ng in quar-
rels. An aasembled group numbering above two but under seven 
conatituted a rebellious assembly if any attempt waa made to mur-
der one of the Queen's subjects, to destroy inclosures, or to out 
conduit or water pip.s. Those inciting such assemblies could be 
prosecuted without having actually participated in the action. 31 
under the coDlOn law riotous assembly had the same punish-
ment as trespass, fine in minor caaes and imprisonment according 
to the statute in the serious ones. 32 In all the handbooks 
examined, the entry was made after trespassing due to the close 
relationship involved. unlike the others, the 1560 edition of 
I'itzherbert conaidered a more specialized case of illeq&l asaem-
bly, the annual congreqations or confederacies of maaons. 33 Thes~ 
meetings violated the statute of Laborera, 80 the justice of the 
peace was instructed to conaider the leaders guilty of a felony 
while those who only attended a meeting could be fined or impris-
oned. 
A riotous assembly often resulted in forcible entry, aa 
30'ewe bgke. p. 118 v. 
32h-offiae, p. 54 v. 
31Eirenarchil, 1582, p. 346. 
33Newe boke, p. 116 v. 
Fitzherbert recognized. The 1559 handboolt noted that the justice 
of the peace, accompanied by a sheriff or constable, went to the 
place upon the lodging of a complaint. Thoae aeized were jailed 
until the next quarter aession. A further clarification was made 
in the case of tenements taken in a peaceful manner and then 
retained by force. The trespassers were handled in the ordinary 
manner. Neighbors of sufficient wealth were then impanelled 
before the justices, and the sheriff returned issues upon any who 
refused to appear. Consequently these people were liable to 
fine. Another provision gave the justice of the peace the power 
to hear and determine cases of neglect on the part of bailiffs 
and sheriffs. 34 The 1560 handbook exempted the landlord who 
received power to compel payment of rent by the use of force. 35 
The same distraint is also mentioned by I'itzherbert. After 1382 
the justices had full authority over cases of forcible entry. 
Earlier books such as the editions of 1559 and 1560, more often 
merely concerned with the statement of the violation and meting 
out punishment, failed to state why the matter was treated in 
this particular way. The citations and numerous exceptions in 
Lambarde's 1582 edition marked the development. of definition that 
reached its apogee in the edition of 1599. Lambarde disliked the 
practice of having untrained justices examine property titles 
since few of th~ had any legal training in that complex area. 36 
The handbooks contained some religious entries which have 
341':yrste Book. p. 45v. 35 New. bok..!"t p. 118v. 
36 ~~enarchia. 1582, p. 151. 
seldom received adequate notiCe. The 1559 edition reflected the 
conditions of the l530's by including an entry against heretics 
and Lollard., a throwback to the late medieval period. 37 This 
handbook directed the justice to be the secular force in elimi-
nating Lollardy. The bishop conducted the trial prior to the 
Refoxmation, but the justice of the peace held the accused in 
confinement or placed him under bond to appear for trial. The 
bishop could advise against bail if the case appeared to warrant 
it. 
The three books printed in 1582, 1587, and 1599 deal with 
reousancy, each with increasing efficiency. Lambarde's edition 
of 1582 devoted six pages to ecclesiastical affairs. The Queen's 
jurisdiction had to be upheld in all religious activity, and the 
justices of the peace took a compulsory oath recognizing her 
supremacy. Anyone guilty of defending the Pope committed trea-
son. Participation at mass and possession of a papal bull or 
religious tract constituted a violation of the law. In these 
cases the justices had to infoDl the Privy Council. 38 If a 
Jesuit or seminary priest entered the country, a subject had to 
inform the authorities or face possible fine and imprisonment. 
Furthermore, the justice of the peace was obliged to inform the 
Council of such men of a religious calling under pain of heavy 
fine. 39 The clerk of the peace recorded the name and address of 
37lY;ste Book. p. 8r. 38 Eirenarchi,. 1582, p. 199. 
39Eirenarchia, 1582, p. 202. 
recusants in the rolls of the session from a certificate made out 
40 by the parish priest and conatable. The clerk had to read the 
act against usurping the Queen's power at each quarter aession. 
The justice of the peace heard all recusancy casea except those 
4irectly concerning treason,41 and he was to collect the pre-
scribed fines. After 1581 the justice of the peace was empowered 
to deal with recusancy cases just as a royal judqe, and this 
change terminated a long period of probation.42 At the end of 
the reign the failure of those over sixteen to attend church for 
a year resulted in the justice's submitting a certificate to the 
Court of I(i,ng' s Bench and his taking bond to insure good be-
havior. 43 
In the economic area the justice exercised wide powers, 
for he could prohibit engrossing, forestalling, or regrating of 
grain. A conviction for forestalling, cornering the market be-
fore the official opening of business by contract or outright 
purchase, resulted in two months in jail. A second offense re-
sulted in double loss of goods and six months in prison, the 
third by loss of goods and confinement in the pillory. In a 
similar manner, dealing in fraudulent weights resulted in the losl 
of a noble, then a mark, and on the third offense 20~. plus a tri~ 
to the pillory. 44 The later handbooks are more complete in their 
assessment of fines than the ones for the first years of the reigr 
40 Eirenlrchia, 1582, p. 592. 41 Eirenarchia, 1582, p. 506. 
420sborne, oe· cit., p. 41 .. 
43 Birenl1:~i!, 1582, p. 200. 44 Eirenarchia , 1599, p. 339. 
because of the increased supervision of the COuncil. 
A social as well as an economic problem of the justices 
was the regulation of apprentices. If the apprentice disliked 
his master or the trade, he might run away. The justice of the 
peace then intervened by issuing a writ to all sheriffs for his 
apprehension. 45 The 1560 handbook considered the issue in more 
detail. If the Elizabethan fugitive laborer sought freedom in 
the city, the mayor and bailiff had to surrender him on the re-
quest of the master. Refusal resulted in a heavy fine that was 
divided between Crown and master. 46 By 1587 specific mention was 
made of those laborers in husbandry who fled the land. 47 Lambard 
recognized that the justice of the peace was needed as an arbi-
trator between master and apprentice. 48 The change of view in-
volved in the recognition of this primitive arbitration as a 
charge of the office demonstrated a decided advance over the 1560 
handbook which merely expressed a desire to apprehend and punish. 
However, it must have seemed otherwise to a laborer who was fined 
a penny for each hour's absence from work, and ~5. for uncomplete 
work. 49 However, these repressive measures were seldom enforced. 
Among the military obligations of the justice concern for 
property outbalanced consideration for human life and welfare. 
45 Eirenarchia. 1582, pp. 432, 441. 
46 New. boke. p. 36v, also fyrste Book. p. 5r. 
47L'office. pp. 174-75. 48 Eirenarchia. 1582, p. 191. 
49Eirenarchia. 1599, pp. 454-55. 
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It was illegal for the veteran to sell his mount and gear. If 
the lord lieutenant or one of his deputies was not available, the 
justice of the peace could handle these cases. Upon being appre-
hended, the guilty soldier was imprisoned until the owner was 
compensated. However, the written testimony of the lord lieuten-
ant that the horse in question had been lost in war freed the 
soldier from any responsibi1ity.51 Another regulation noted that 
any recruited soldier or mariner, paid by the justices, had the 
legal obligation of immediately reporting to his assigned captain 
If any order was issued to the justices to muster or levy men for 
war, the captain was forbidden to take a bribe for discharging 
anyone or to withhold wages. 52 The local justices were obliged 
to report these irregularities to the Privy Council. 
The edition of 1599 repeated the earlier military duties 
of the justice53 but added a new one, assessing the local parish 
for the relief of disabled veterans. Since all discharged sol-
diers were required to possess papers signed by the captain, the 
justices inspected them to determine how long it would take the 
veteran to reach his former home. Then the justice licensed him 
to take a specific route. 54 Two justices could obtain work for 
veterans who had any difficulty in resuming their former employ-
ment. 55 The idle soldier Who had not returned to his place of 
50 1582, 195-96. Airenlrahia, pp. 
51 Eirenlrchil, 15S2, p. 331. 
52 Eirenarchi!h 1582, pp. 380-S1. 
53 &renlrchil, 1599, p. 297. 54Eir!Jllrsmia, 1599, p. 298 
55 1599, 348. .%'smtrehia. p. 
birth or former residence sometimes carried a counterfeit testi-
monial. 56 By 39 Eliz. c. 17. this act deprived him of the con-
venience of the benefit of clergy.57 Horse selling resulted in 
the loss of the mount and a ~O. fine. 58 The justice could also 
regulate the pensions of disabled veterans, and he annually ap-
pointed a treasurer to collect and disburse the pensions. 59 
After discharge the veteran could return home, idle in 
an alehouse jeopardizing public order, or set out for London to 
make his fortune in a widening world of opportunity. Whether in 
town or countryside, regulation by the justice remained. Perhaps 
the veteran was fortunate enough to apprentice himself to a trade 
and eventually acquire his own business. Even then dreaded regu-
lation followed him. The searcher of the justice might inspect 
the tilemaker's product. 60 The chandler who sold tapers for more 
than 4~. per pound suffered a fine equal to the proffered price 
as well as confiscation of the article. 61 FOr the unincorporated 
town the justice annually appointed overseers of cloth,62 the 
stretcher had to cease his illegal activity or lose his gOOds. 63 
The jurors of Muchinq reported "omnia bene u to the justices of 
Essex at Barnstable in 1566, but added that the Widow Cockman had 
56 Eirenarchia, 1599, p. 412. 57 Eirenarchia, 1599, p. 465 
58 Eiren!rchia" 1599, p. 547. 
59 ri!;[enlrchia, 1599, pp. 590-91. 
60 Eiren!rchia, 1599, p. 197. 6 l.!i-reyrchi a , 1599, p. 201 
62 1599, 327. 63 Eirenarchia, 1599, 349 I!renarchia, p. p. 
bought andaold butter, eggs, and chickens without a license. 64 
The eociety of 1590 was saddled with an inereasing amount 
C)f regulation by the central government that had found an instru-
ment with which to effeet it in the justice of the peace. Al-
1!-hough often a source of irritation due to the increased duties 
f alling to t.he justices, new legislation occaaionally benefited 
t.he lower clas.e. a. in the case of the Poor Law of 1597. Never-
theless, to the yeoman home from France or Ireland the tim.s 
(.l~ 
.eemed .adly out of joint. Patent, monopolY'f\ e clo I~re ·sMeal to c ~ ..  LA ft. -e. wAll en 71 ~-fh, 'r::.Y ~ 
the tradi."ieaal: -.44Lavalc:;p.Z'Ja!l:e,e oppre ..... hi.... e !ox tttl .... 
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-ae& had risen in the world, but maRy .... had fallen to -If- l~ 
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The indiqent. found that the governaaent was recon.truatinq 
it.. policy towards beggars, and the handbooka reflected the 
change. In 1559 account was taken of religious and hermit. who 
carried lett.ers from their ordinaries. 65 Tho.e who beqqed with-
out license from the Crown 'WOuld be ordered whipped by the ju.-
tices as unauthorized laborer. and servant.. No able worker 
could beg, but impotent person. could beg within the limit. of 
the town. Allowance was made for limited mobility if the com-
munit.y proved i.ncapable of 8upporting them by alma. The justices 
met periodically to searah for the poor and impotent and then 
ReCord Officel 
(<=helm.ford. 
license them to beg within a certain district. A roll that con-
tained the names and limits of such persons was then given to the 
custos rotulorum. 
Oddly enough, the handbook of 1560 does not treat the 
problem of beggars at all. Fitzherbert stressed the duty of a 
justice to apprentice the children of beggars according to 14 
Eliz. c. s. and warned them against neglect of the law. Lambarde 
stated that neglect, sworn to by two witnesses, result~d in the 
justice's appearance at the assize to answer the charge. 66 A 
constable or collector of money for the poor rendered an account-
ing of hi. office to two justices semi-annually, for the parish 
rate had become the law .. 67 'B':/ 1599 anyone who refused to contri-
bute or who discouraged others from doing 80 was to be imprisoned 
Lambarde also recommended that all beggars or vagabonds over 
fourteen were to be imprisoned until the next quarter session,' 
when they would have their choice of working for a local trades-
man or being committed to the workhouse. 68 
The change from private to public charity took place in 
the reign of Elizabeth. The central government made a beginning 
in the national regulation of an obligation that had belonged to 
the Church before the Reformation. The justice of the peace be-
came its administrator and the parish its unit of collection and 
distribution. Al though much of the actual work of poor relief 
fell to the constable or churchwarden, the justice assured the 
66 Eireparchial 1582, p. 279. 67 Eirenarchil, 1599, p. 269 
6Sj1renaich1a. 1599, p. 192. 
operation of the system by his power over b«gqar, petty official, 
and parishioner. 
'1'0 conclude, the handbooks provide ua with a wealth of 
material concerning law enforaement.. They announce in a more CCD 
pact form than the atatute. the varied obligations of a justic. 
of the peace and thus provide a convenient and fairly accurate 
measure to qaqe partic::ular c....... 'l'he paqea of I'i tzherbert and 
Lambard. include the prosaic more oft.n than the extraordinary 
and therein lie. their utility. Only by exaaininq commonplace 
happeninq. in the light of the rule. made to cope with thaa can 
we hope t.o know this age. 
CHAPTER II 
TafARD CONFORMITY IN RELIGION 
If the reign of Elizabeth ended with much needed welfare 
legislation, it began with the victory of the Reformation in 
Parliament's passage of the Acts of Uniformity and SUpremacy. 
The Queen had to have the loyalty of the justice of the peace in 
matters of religion, or the office would cease to serve the ends 
of effective government and perhaps even work against it. There-
fore in 1564 the English bishops were ordered to take a census of 
the religious affiliation of the justices. From a third to 
nearly a half were suspected of favoring recusants. In a recent 
analysis of the problem, some 293 of the justices viewed the 
Established Church unfavorably while more than 438 of the 941+ of 
the justices adhered to it. l A justice of the peace might take 
the oath of supremacy and communicate in the Anglican Church 
while still remaining Catholic in belief. The higher authorities 
seldom questioned outward conformity. After the papal bull of 
1570, J!.eSrnlPs in Excelsis. and the growing Spanish menace, one 
could not be a completely 'loyal Catholic Englishman', the term 
had become a contradiction. 
!william R. Trimble, a'he Catholic Laity in Elizabethan 
Eniland 1558-l60~ (Cambridge, The Belknap Press of Harvard 
Un varsIty Press, 1964), p. 26. 
What do the recorda reveal about religious conformity? 
The Earl of Arundel assembled the justices in SUssex and Surrey 
to instruct them to enforce the Act of Uniformity. 2 During the 
episcopal census of 1564 one bishop suggested that the justice 
of the peace be obliged to read aloud the "Articles for uniform-
ity in Religion" and subscribe to them. 3 Hawever, nothing more 
seems to have been heard of this idea. The Privy COuncil repri-
manded the justices of Surrey in 1569 for failing to use the 
Book of 9gmmen Prayer at divine service and not receiving the 
sacraments according to the new prescription. All the justices 
of Surrey and the weal thy men of the shire were to sign enclosed 
letters to demonstrate conformity or appear before the oouncil. 4 
While on a progress in 1578, Queen Elizabeth noted with dismay 
that many justices of the peace within the diocese of London had 
not attended church for years. The bishop was asked to compile 
and submit a list of these negligent judges. 5 
During the next decade a few names were struck from the 
commission rolls beaause of nonconformity. In 1579 all the 
2eal . S.P. Dom. !liz. 1601-1603 with Addenda 1547-1565, 
p. 495. 
4Rev • st. George K. Byland, A Cent of persecution 
tinder Tudor !!!!d stuart SOVereign. fxom Con~r'"P.' Records (London. Keqan Paul, 'rrubner and Co., Ltd., 1920 , p. 119. 
5 Sll. S.P. Dam. 1547-80., p. 582. 
just1ces of the peace had to take an oath to the Church of 
6 England before a justice of assize or be dismissed from office. 
The next step was to give the remaining justices of the peace 
equal power with the royal courts in handling recusancy cases. 
Lord Burghley's The Execution of Justice in !nsland (1583) 
treated loyalty to the Crown in a very learned and spirited man-
ner. He asked all the "governors and magistrates of Justice" to 
preserve the peace and "avoid the floods of blood" of civil war 
by all possible means. 7 
In 1587 the privy Council decided to send a secret letter 
to the bishops concerning the justices of the peace. This letter 
stated that some innocent men had been removed from commission 
while guilty ones remained, especially in remote counties. The 
bishops were charged with secretly obtaining the following infor-
mation. 
I. Who were the former justices of the peace? 
II. A certificate was to be obtained in secret from the 
custos rotulorum that clearly stated the reason any 
deposed justice was restored to office. 
III. The present justices were to be dismissed if they fell 
into any of the following categories. 
6 
A. Those recusant. not attending the Church 
B. Those who hinder the cause of religion, aid 
recusants or seminaries and Jesuits, or have 
relatives who do not attend the Established 
Church on Sunday 
Osborne, Ope cit., p. 41. 
7(William Cecil], The Execution of Justice in England 
(Imprinted at London, 1583), New York, Scholars' Facsimiles and 
Reprints, n. d., n. p. 
C. Those who have children in commission in the 
same county and the number and location of 
their homes 
D. Those who were more concerned with promoting 
disputes than solving them 
E. Those who were not of gentle birth or possess-
ing an income of less than ~20. a year. 8 
The authorities showed more concern for religious conformity in 
the first half of the 1590's, when Catholics were completely 
dropped from the commis.ion. 9 The Puritan problem had also 
reached a climax with Cartwright's trial in the Star Chamber 
(1591), and with Richard Bancroft and Thomas Booker aiding 
Archbishop John Whitgift the Church of England took distinctive 
shape on the intellectual plane. 
The Court of High Commission functioned well under 
Richard Bancroft, but Lancashire and Cheshire were far from 
London. The privy Council received information to the effect 
that some of the justices of those two counties had not received 
communion since 1558. 10 AssiZe justices were instructed by the 
Council to order the justices of these backward counties to pun-
ish recusant •• ll Any justice of the peace who seemed to favor 
recusant. was to be reported to the Privy Council for prosecution 
Lord North received a letter to investigate Keeper Gray of Wisbect 
(OXford 
SJohn strype, The Life and Acts of John Whitsift 
At the Clarendon Press, 1822), Vol. III, p. 206. 
9Trimhle, Ope cit., p. 151. 
lOcal. s. P. Dom., 1591-1594, p. 158. 
11 A.P.C., Vol. XIX, p. 339. 
D.D. 
Castle on charges of harboring recusants.~~ The justice who 
neglected to aid a royal officer had to explain his reason before 
the Council. Lord Burghley's apies or local informers might 
alert the Council to violations of the law. Thus Shropshire 
justices were reproved for not noticing those "seditious persons" 
in their county.l3 
The pattern of the religious outlook of the justices 
becomes apparent from certain cases. The Essex justices were 
charged with the apprehension of two unlicensed preachers, 
pulleyn and Dodman, shortly after a proclamation of 1559 on the 
14 
subject. In Sussex, Sir Nicholas Pelham and Sir Edward Gage, 
both justices of the peace, had to locate and punish the noncon-
formist leaders of a group of citizens who attended the parish 
church of Hailsham. 15 The Council at York ordered the justices 
to receive itinerant preachers to compensate for the lack of par-
ish clergymen. Furthermore, the justices were to enforce attend-
ance at Sunday services. 16 Lord Burghley's letter to all the 
justices of the peace and of the assize in 1573 indicated a con-
tinuing Puritan problem. Many preachers had made alterations in 
the Sunday service that disturbed the ecclesiastical authorities~~ 
The sects continued to prosper in spite of orders to the justices 
12 13 A.P.C., Vol. XIX, p. 421. A.P.C •• Vol. XXX, p. 609. 
14 15 A.P.C., Vol. VII, pp. 87-88. A.P.C., Vol. VII, p. 76. 
16ca1 • S. P. Dom •• 1547-1581. p. 65. 
17Conyers Read, Lord Burghley and Queen Elizabeth (New 
Yorks Alfred A. Knopf, 1960), p. 117. 
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to abolish secret religious assemblies. lS The Privy Council 
informed the bishop of Peterborough of "certaine disorders in mat-
ters ecclesiasticall" at Northampton and asked him to seek the 
assistance of the local justices. l9 The bishop of Exeter re-
quired the aid of surrounding justices against the Family of 
Love20 while Norwich justices also were troubled by their 
meetings. 21 
While evidence can be found to demonstrate some lack of 
uniformity within the Church of England, some cases came to the 
attention of the justice of the peace and found a place in the 
records of his court. Parson Christopher Dearling of upton Lovell 
(Wiltshire) incurred the displeasure of the Privy Council by main-
taining the existence of purgatory and falsifying Scripture by 
using it to support heresy.22 Vicar Robert Moore of Rushall 
(Stafford) administered the sacrament to sitting and standing 
communicants and would not permit them to kneel in reverence to 
it like an idol. 23 In 1585 George Barghe of Yoxall altered the 
form of baptism as found in the Book of Common Prayer in favor of 
using "thou" instead of "you" and omitted the sign of the cross 
18 19 A.P.C., Vol. VIII, p. 257. A.P.C., Vol. XI, p. 435. 
20 21 A.P.C., Vol. XI, p. 445. A.P.C., Vol. XI, p. 139. 
22JohnSOn, Ope cit., p. 103. 
23S• A. H. Burne (ed.) The Staffordshire ~arter Session 
aplls, Vol. I, 1581-1589 in Collections for a History of Stafford-
shire ed. The William Salt Archaeological Society (Kendall Titus 
Wilson and Son, 1931), p. 14. 
upon administering the sacrament to Robert Budworth. 24 None of 
the records indicate punishment of the clergy. 
Recusancy provided the justices with much more work. 
Among Nathaniel Bacon's papers, a commission for the examination 
of recusants eXists. 25 Proof was required before committal to 
prison, but aiding recusants with food, drink, and shelter also 
violated the law. A commission of three justices examined the 
suspects. The justice who received the shire's commission in-
formed his associates, and together they set a convenient time 
and place to meet. Thereupon a messenger was dispatched to the 
local ordinary to request a list of all known recusants. However, 
since only church attendance and visible indications of Catholic 
belief were sought in the subsequent interrogation, matters of 
dogma and conscience remained concealed. UDder oath the accused 
was asked whether he had aided the forces of the Pope or the King 
of Spain. Without taking an oath, suspected persons were to 
reveal whether they had spent any time in Rome or Spain during the 
last three years. In 1581 sixteen general letters, together with 
schedules that contained the names and addresses of recusants, 
were dispatched by the Privy Council to the justioes who had to 
24 Ibid. , pp. 148-49. 
25 Sir Nathaniel Bacon, The Stiffkey Papers, 1580-1620, 
.The Official Papers of Sir Nathaniel Bacon of Stiffkey, Norfolk, 
a! JUstice of the Peace, Camden Third Series, Vol. XXVI (London. 
Office of the Society, 1915), pp. 170-73. 
~----------------------------------~-----------------------set bond for their appearance in court. 2b In one instance a 
stafford grand jury carelessly dismissed dangerous recusants, so 
the Council directed the justices to recall the jury and take bond 
for the appearance of four notorious recusants at the next assize. 
If the four refused to cooperate, the threat of star Chamber would 
27 be made. Due to the numerous recusancy cases in Wales, the lord 
president was instructed to delegate some of the cases on the 
assize docket to justices of the peace who were faithful 
28 Anglicans. A general order went to all justices in the realm 
to indict all principal recusants for appearance at the next 
assize. 29 Such orders were bound to create some judicial confu-
sion, and conflict between courts did result. 30 
The Privy Council was sensible enough to consider reasons 
other than piety in accounting for the denunciations of a neigh-
bor. 3l Sometimes the most remote evidence was used against a 
suspect. One example involved a sacrilegious justice of the peace 
Joseph Leeke of Edmonton. In add! tion to sheltering Richard 
Pooley, a seminary priest, Leeke celebrated a mock communion 
26 J. P. Collier (ad.), The Egerton Papers. A Collection 
of PQblic and Private Documents ChieflY Illustrative of the Time. 
of El;lzaPeth and James I (London a Printed for the Camden SOciety 
by John Bowyer Nicholas and SOn, 1840), p. 86. Also A. P. C., 
Vol. XIII, p. 189. 
27 Vol. XIII, 270-71. A.P.C., pp. 
28 Vol. XIII, 427-28. A.P:C., pp. 
29 a· p • C., Vol. XIII, p. 451. 
3°Cal • s. P. Dom. 1586-90, p. 289. 
31 A.P.C., Vol. XI, p. 29. 
service in a barn at Winchmore Hall on the "marriage" of a poor 
couple and sang the popular song. "The Oo996s of Tottenham, It in 
lieu of a psalm. To make matters worse, he had a relative who 
had aided a priest, and he himself had burdened the parish with 
two unsupported bastards. 32 A curious mixture of piety and sin: 
Suppression of the old religion continued. The justices 
of Wiltshire endeavored to enforce the recusaney laws by having 
churchwardens report absences from services and by summoning 
anyone possessing religious articles usod in the mass. 33 For 
concealing letters concerning the Pope and Roman cardinals, John 
aowse, a justice of the peace, went to the gallows. 34 In 1588 
Father Willialn Hartley was executed, for a justice had sentenced 
him in the wake of the fear of the Armada after learning that the 
former Middlesex clerk had been ordained at Rheims soon after the 
accession of Elizabeth. Hartley had returned recently to England 
with full knowledge of the severe punishment for his illegal 
action .• 35 
During the closing years of the reign more information, 
involving the justices, continued to reach the London authorities 
concerning local religious conditions, for recusaney remained a 
32ca1 • S. P. Dam. 1581-90, p. 349. 
33M• M. C. calthrop (ed.), catholic Record SocietYI 
Recusant Roll No. I, 1592-93, Exchequer Lord Treasurer's 
Remembrancer, Pipe Office Series (London I strowqer and Son, 
1916), p. 8. 
34Cal • S. P. Dom •• 1581-90, pp. 264-65. 
35Jeaffreson (ed.), ~P. cit., p. 180. 
frequent topic of conciliar curiosity as uniformity remained the 
paramount goal of the CrCNn. Lord Keeper Puckering received a 
report on a hotbed of popery at Widow Wiseman's house in Essex. 
TWo justices related that on a visit to the widow, they found a 
36 priest preparing to celebrate mass, but that he had escaped. 
The two visitors enclosed a list of all prominent persons present. 
George Wiseman of Upminster was the most embarrassed, for he was 
on the commission of the peace. upon a subsequent investigation, 
the informers learned of seven recusant servants who refused to 
take the oath. To complete the picture, the senior Mr. Wiseman 
had former connections with seminarians and Jesuits. 37 Thus it 
appears that the Lord Keeper's reformation of the commission was 
not nearly as complete as he had imagined. HoWever, the cruel 
wheel of fortune was to crush Sir John Puckering's efficient 
fingers when implication in a simony case resulted in disgrace ~ 
dismissal. 38 His friend, the historian William camden, main-
tained the Lord Reaper's innocence, but Puckering was held 
responsible for a subordinate's action. Queen Elizabeth would 
not tolerate corruption in any public official. 39 
The safety of the country was the obvious policy of the 
36£11. ~. P! DolU_. 1591-9:4.# p. 406. 
37Ca1 • s. P. Dom •• 1591-94, pp. 483-84. 
38 D.N.B., Vol. XVI, p. 443. 
39Albert Peel (ed.), Tracts Ascribed to Richard Bancroft, 
Edited from a Manuscript in the Library of St. John's Coll_~e 
§iibEidge (Cambridge I At the university Press, 1953), p. 62. 
council, and the justices had to maintain it by hunting out Catho-
lics. In one case the justices were negligent, for the Council 
obtained information about recusants in the northwestern counties 
from Anthony Atkinson. The usual accusations of mass celebration 
and harboring of priests were included. Special mention was made 
of Richard Tailler of Linsdale, who transported hunted priests 
and recusants by boat to the Isle of Man or Scotland. Atkinson 
also reported caves and hill country hideouts that might be more 
oarefully inspected in future searches. It appears in the same 
letter40 that Robert Eyre, a justice of Derbyshire, was reported 
as a kinsman of and protector of catholics. Eyre warned them of 
impending searches, so they could "fly into the mountains," where 
shepherds would harbor them until the danger had passed. Writing 
to Puckering some months later~ Benjamin Beard was even more 
explicit in his information~4l for he disclosed the location of 
Bingenious receptacles" for priests--a false cupboard and a vault 
under II table. 
Sometimes the privy Oouncil congratulated itself on the 
steady progress of conformity. William Goldsmith of SUffolk, a 
gentleman of means~ had taken the oath of supremacy from Sir 
Robert Cecil himself. 42 In the same measuret the economic 
decline of a catholio gentry family like that of HUmphrey 
Bedingfield could be taken indirectly as a token of a successful 
40cal • s. P. Dom ... 1591-94, pp. 377-78. 
4lcal • s. P. Dom •• 1590-94, p. 510. 
42 A.P.C., Vol. XXIV, pp. 471-72. 
religious policy. Bedingfield was relieved of furnishing a horse 
and a number of foot soldiers on economic grounds. 43 
A continual governmental policy of repression resulted in 
the gradual elimination of Catholics from public life. The jus-
tices were committed to the difficult task of achieving external 
religious uniformity in their own homes as well as in those of 
their neighbors. Although the justices were successful to some 
degree in stemming recusancy. they met with scant success in dis-
couraging the Puritan sects. In both cases the Privy Council had 
to prod them frequently. 
43 A.p.e., Vol. XXX. p. 11. 
CHAPTER III 
THE NATION AT WAR 
Although the reign of Elizabeth has often been designated 
a peaceful one, no decade was free from military problems for the 
local justice of the peace. Shortly after her accession Elizabeth 
ordered a military census of both householders and their servants 
aged sixteen to sixty.l Furthermore, promise of future instruc-
tions concerning armor, training, and prices of military provi-
sions was made. All resident justices of the peace were included 
in the commission of musters that the Lord Keeper issued, and an 
inner circle of justices in each shire existed for "more special 
charge. 112 Those names had already been selected in the Privy 
Council, but Lord Keeper Bacon had the option of omitting a name 
for good reason. 
In 1562 Sir Ralph Sadler and his fellow justices of 
Hertford mustered two hundred men for the defense of the northern 
borders. J Later Sir Thomas Golding, the sheriff of Easex, in-
formed the justices of the peace of arms delivery for their 
recruits. 4 However the town of Newhaven still lacked sufficient 
1 Cal. S. P. Dom., 1601-1603 Addenda, p. 110. 
2 3 Ibid., p. 130. A.P.C., Vol. VII, p. 120. 
4AoP •C., Vol. VII,~··~ 123. 'r~ 
\ 
armor for the six hundred men gathered there, so the justices 
were obliged to collect money throughout the shire. 5 This pat-
tern would be repeated often in the course of the reign. 
Three years later another series of orders concerned with 
the northern borders emerged from the Privy Council. The Arch-
bishop of York as President of the Council of the North was 
ordered to assist Valentine Browne in the provisioning of Berwick. 
The justices of the peace in the northern counties had to fix 
reasonable prices for food and arrange for its transportation. 6 
In October more detailed instructions were issued to the justices 
in the southern counties in pursuit of the same end. 7 As condi-
tions became tense on the scottish border in 1569, the justices 
of the peace were pressed to locate arquebusiers in each parish.8 
Those not chargeable by reason of the value of lands and goods had 
to obtain a firearm for the army or relinquish their places on the 
commission. Furthermore, an artillery house was to be managed by 
a loyal person, designated by the nearest two justices. Bolding 
office for a year, the manager maintained the arms of the locale 
in return for a small stipend. To insure his honesty the justices 
audited his account book containing the number and owners of the 
5 6 A.P.C., Vol. VIII, p. 133. A.P.C., Vol. VII, p. 247. 
7 A.P.C., Vol. VII, pp. 273-74. 
8 cal. S. P. Dam., 1547-80, p. 78. 
arms. Lastly, the justice of the peace had to be present to main-
tain order during all military drills on the village green. 9 
The Earl of Essex had some hard words for the north's 
defenses when he wrote to Sir William Cecil. First, the gun-
powder from most of the southern shires was "ill-furnished" except 
for that from London, Hertford, and Middlesex. Newcastle had few 
arms, so that it would have been wiser to rely on good archers. 
The justices of the peace proved equally corrupt as the captains 
in levying ~. for a foot soldier instead of 40s. l0 Then, too, 
the justices in commission did not send the required horses. ll 
The usual stream of certificates for the collection and disburse-
ment of military equipment flowed from the Council to the jus-
tiaes. 12 The hundred of Neasborough had some uneasy days, for 
Northamptonshire justices, headed by Bishop Edmund Scambler of 
Peterborough ~nd Thomas Cecil, investigated its expenditures for 
arms. 13 Nottingham had a similar experienae.14 
Ireland proved a great military liability throughout the 
reign. In 1574 the justices received notice to hold levies for 
soldiers to be transported as reinforcements to Ireland. 1S Each 
hundred or division in England and Wales was to contribute a n~ 
ber of men according to the May schedule. l6 Pive years later 
9 Ibid., p. 79. 
llIbid., pp. 111-12 
l3~., p. 374. 
lOIbido, p. 268. 
l2Ibid., p. 373. 
14~i~Ad.a 376  • p. • 
15 
cal. S. P. Dam., 1547-80, pp. 473-74. 
l6Ibid., p. 478. 
another Irish rebellion, Gregory XIII's holy war, called for 
troops from Dorset and SOmerset in addition to those from cornwall 
and Devon. 17 The Earl of Bedford transmitted the Council's order 
that the justices set a bounty upon a western town for main-
taining a post for dispatching messages to Ireland. 1S Sir Peter 
carew, a justice and commi.sioner for piracy, was commanded to 
lead a hundred Devonshire men into Ireland. 19 Once again depu-
ties were sent into the counties for military provisions, but 
John Blande reported that some "ill disposed people" had raised 
the price. in Monmouth deepi te the abundance of the last two 
harvests. The justices of the peace were ordered to see that the 
constables and other minor officials provided Blande with reason-
ably priced grain20 and transportation for it. 2l The counti.s of 
Gloucester, Worcester, Hereford, and Salop failed to send their 
alloted quantities of soldiers, and Walsingham wrote that he had 
a list of justices who had been guilty of irregularities in 
obtaining recruits. 22 Shortly afterward, Sir Edward Horsey was 
ordered to fortify the Isle of Wight and confer with the justices 
of southampton concerning aid. 23 
The next fall seven hundred men embarked at Bristol and 
three hundred at Chester according to the detailed allotment sent 
17 A.P.C., Vol. XI, pp. 210, 221. 
18 A~P.C., Vol. XI, p. 230 19 A.P.C., Vol. XI, p. 239. 
20 Vol. XI, 246. 21 Vol. XI, 263. A.P.C., p. A.P.C., p. 
22 Vol. 288. A.P.C., XI, p. 23 A.P.C., Vol. XII, p. 217. 
to the justices in the western counties. 24 The regular communi-
25 
cation also was issued for supplies. In order to insure an 
adequate axm. supply, the sale of weapons by the soldiers merited 
death while the buyer was imprisoned. 26 Even the gunfounders of 
SUssex had to be watched by a monthly inspection of the arms pro-
duced, none of which could be exported without a licens •• 27 
Due to the danger of a Spanish attack, the Council 
decided to assign a specific financial task to particular coun-
ti.s in 1588. For instance, SUssex justices were required to 
levy and collect funds to maintain the bark Yopnge for three 
months. 28 Norfolk and SUffolk paid the costs involved in the 
fortification of Yarmouth. 29 The Council advised the justices of 
Devon to assemble in order to work out an equitable arrangement 
for levying ,&719. in the towns of Lyme, Chard, Exminster, and 
Taunton. Anyone who refused to bear his share of the burden was 
to be put under bond for appearance before the Council. 30 
Bow were these collections accomplished? JUstice 
Nathaniel Bacon raised a loan ordered in January, 1588, in this 
way. The lord lieutenant of the county received orders under the 
privy seal and then sent for the most active justices of the 
24 25 A.P.C., Vol. XII, p. 226 A.P.C., Vol. XIII, p. 46. 
26steele, OR. cit., p. 88. 
27 A.P.C., Vol. XVIII, pp. 7-8. 
28 A.P.C., Vol. XV, pp. 343-44. 
29 A.P.C., Vol. XVI, pp. 118-19. 
30 A.P.C., Vol. XVI, pp. 281-82. 
peace who attended the quarter sessions regularly to inform them 
of the tax required. The justices then informed the citizens 
under their immediate jurisdiction. If any r6fused to contribute 
the required sum, the justice put him under bond to appear before 
the deputy lieutenant. If he still refused, an inquiry was made 
by commission and jury of the true value of hi. lands and goods, 
and this information was forwarded to the Privy Council and the 
Exchequer, where it was recorded. In any future ratings for 
subsidies and musters these new figures were used to compute his 
tax rather than the lower rates of the previous levy.3l 
In 1588 the justices were ordered to disarm all recusants 
who might aid the Spaniards. If necessary, the sequestered arms 
could be sold to those who remained unarmed. 32 The lord mayor of 
London and the justices in the surrounding counties had to assist 
Sir Francis Drake and Sir John Norris in impressing armorers, 
surgeons, fifers, drummers, and trumpeters. 'l At the same time 
corruption in collecting money for equipment continued as evi-
denced by the investigation of the justices of Devon by Sir John 
Gilbert. 34 In some parishes of Devon large sums had been col-
lected, but no soldiers had been recruited according to the Earl 
of Bath, the chief military official of the county. In contrast, 
the justices of SOmerset were thanked by the Privy Oouncil for 
llBacon, OPe cit., pp. 95-96. 
32 A.,P.C., Vol. XVI, p. l8. 
33 A.P.C., Vol. XVII, pp. 27-28. 
34 A.P.C., Vol. XVI, p. 352. 
choosing fine leaders during the crisis. 35 It has been said that 
the justices were "at the height of their importance" at this 
critical time. 36 undoubtedly, the justices were a vital link in 
the defense and security of the realm, but communications through-
out the 1590's indicate that this high importance cannot be 
assigned exclusively to one emergency. The prosaic duties of the 
depressed l590's are less glorious and thus have been overlooked 
or slighted. One of these duties was the payment of pensions to 
veterans. It must be admi ttad that Henry Lange's 16,9,. per week al 
awarded by the justices and paid by the parish of Leed in 
Yorkshire does not compete very well with the excitement engen-
dered by the Elizabethan sea doqs. 37 Yet the penaion itself 
reveals the high sense of responsibility that the government 
assumed in its actions and their consequences in peace as well as 
in war time. 
In spite of the glory of the victory over the Armada" 
England continued to be occupied with military enterprises in 
northern France" the United Provinces, and Ireland. The Privy 
Council periodically ordered the lord lieutenant of a county to 
convoke his deputies and the local justices of the peace" so that 
his sector of the realm might be fortified and manned. When a 
35 36 A.P.C." Vol. XV" p. 232. Williamson, Ope cit., p. 440. 
37JOhn Lister (ad.)" We,t Riding Session Rolls 
1597/98-1602, Record Series, Vol. II, The Yorkshire Archaeological 
and Topoqraphical Association (n.p.: Robert White, 1888), p. 42. 
Spanish fleet was sighted off the French coast at the mouth of 
the River Nantes in 1590, the English feared an attack on 
Plymouth. The Spanish purpose was to aid the League in France, 
but the Privy Council did not exclude the possibility of a raid. 
Thus the Earl of Bath received a communication from the Council 
dated October 25, 1590,38 and immediately put Devonshire on the 
alert while Sir Francis Drake saw to the fortifications at 
Plymouth itself. 39 The coastal watchmen, inspected by the jus-
tice., knew their task, the experience of 1588 had proved useful. 
HoWever, Spain was not concerned with England for the moment. 40 
Defense continued to occupy the justices for the remaindex 
of the reign. Under threat of punishment, the justices impressed 
masons, carpenters, and briCklayers for work on the fortifica-
tions on the Isle of Wight.4l In spite of the assignment of 
"convenient wages," the craftsmen involved must have cringed at 
the thought of spending their busiest season on a government 
project, a rather unlucrative task in 1597. Further preparations 
were made by the Council in SUssex, where the marshalship was 
revi ved to meet the immediate Spanish threat. The justices were 
to divide the shire into two in order to preserve the geographical 
38 A.P.C., Vol. XX, p. 54 
39Cal • s. P. Dam., 1891-94. p. 196. 
40The siege of Rauen the next summer involved English 
troops on the side of Henry of Navarre, who was fighting for 
control of the French crown. Queen Elizabeth sent her .. Protestant 
cousin" ample financial aid as well as a small army. 
41 A,P.C., Vol. XXVXI, p. 67. 
~~----------------------------------------------------=-----~--divisions of the assigned hundreds as well as the financial 
balance. 42 This action resulted from the reports received in 
London. 
The justices found the recruitment of troops increasingly 
difficult. The 1590' s were beset by domestic hardships in the 
form of high prices, unemployment, plague, and shortages, and 
levies for the Irish wars sometimes proved too much for the eco-
nomy. Deserters increased, especially in troublesome Bristol, 
the usual port of departure for Ireland. The Council ordered 
Edward Gorges and Samuel Norton, justices in the neighborhood, to 
apprehend these Ilrunn-awaies.1I43 The justices were rebuked for 
neglect and admonished to probe the oountryside for ringleaders 
who were to be made examples of the rigor of the law. Chester had 
a similar, but les8 serious, experience in 1600.44 The stern 
methods of the justices of Middlesex met with hearty approval. 45 
Perhaps fear of the effect of the unruly on men already in the 
field or the frequent lack of supplies prompted the Privy Council 
to order the justices of Pembroke to discharge one hundred re-
cruits after the other half of the shipwrecked company had de-
serted near Milford Haven. 46 With the order went a request to the 
42 6· P .C., Vol. XXVII, p. 92. 
43 A.P.C., Vol. XXX, pp. 139-40. 
44 A.P.C., Vol. XXX, p. 229. 
45 A.P.C., Vol. XXX, pp. 635-36. 
46 A.P.C., Vol. XXX, pp. 726, 730. 
__ -------------------------------------------------~---w'--'------
neighboring justices in Brecknock and Carmarthen to aid in the 
capture and punishment of the deserters. In any event, the one 
hundred disbanded soldiers were to receive licenses to return to 
their respective counties. However Pembroke was not to get off 
so easily, for a few days later the Cjuncil asked that the pay-
ment of ~7. lOs. be made by the justioes to Devereux Barrett, 
who was to divide the money among the or editors who had lodged 
and fed this company.47 The Council's request for immediate pay-
ment could not be ignored by the justices who were already in 
disfavor, on the contrary, it provided them with the opportunity 
to rectify their recent neqligence. 
Taxes to support the army proved difficult to collect, 80 
the Council referred delinquent collections to the justices.48 
Even a wealthy county like SUrrey or Middlesex would need a prod-
ding letter from the Council before any action was taken~9 When 
the English army prepared to cross the Channel in 1591, the jus-
tices of Southampton received a note from the Council asking them 
to set an example by contributing money and supplies, but the 
results were poor. 50 The Privy Council directed the Norfolk 
authorities to inquire of the constables and justices why only 
part of the assessed ship money had been collected and to ask them 
47 A.p.e., Vol. xxx, p. 739. 
48 Vol. xx, 320. A.P.C., p. 
49 A.P.C., Vol. XXVII, p. 300. 
50 A.P.C., Vol. XIX, p. 28. 
to submit the names of nonconfo~ers and the reason for their 
lack of cooperation. 51 Samerset was slow in paying as well, but 
the Council realized that in this ease the hardship was legiti-
mate. still, it requested the local justices to obtain as much 
of the tax as possible in order to aid Bristol. 52 On occasion 
the Privy COuncil sent a sharp letter of reproof to those in 
arrears. Sir Edward Wingfield received one in 1595 for refusing 
to contribute to the pay of captain Thomas Lovel. 53 Perhaps 
Wingfield refused to pay because he had observed some irregulari-
ties connected with local levies, a matter which was investigated 
shortlyafter. 54 
The justice of the peace administered the modest pension 
of veterans who had been wounded and disabled by the loss of a 
limb. According to 35 Eliz. c. 4, 39 Eliz. c. 21, and especially 
43 !liz. c. 3,55 the local parish was responsible for providing 
pensions for maimed soldiers which had been levied from the same 
parish. The justices not only supervised the collection and dis-
tribution of the money but also received frequent notice from the 
Counail to eare for some pa.rticular man who had been neglected. 
The overseers of the parishes in Lancaster were charged with the 
51 A.P.C., Vol. XXVII, pp. 285-86. 
52 A.P.C., Vol. XXVII, p. 192. 
53 A,P. C., Vol. XXV, p. 191. 
Vol. XXVII .. p. 198. 
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London. Her 
p-----------------------------------------------~~-----=-----'--collection of an ass.ssed 6~. per parish in 1595. 56 This amount 
proved insufficient during the Irish wars, when the Council 
received a constant barrage of petitions from disabled veterans 
who complained of non-payment. 57 The Council could only ask the 
local justices of the peace to explain and then lament the ineffi-
ciency of the relief or pension collection. 
The military duties of the justices consisted of levying 
men and furnishing supplies to cope with dangers from Scotland, 
Ireland, and Spain. In some cases the justices failed to cooper-
ate or compel others to do so. The defense of the realm involved 
impressing skilled laborers for work on fortifications, seeking 
out deserters from the army, and collecting further taxes to pay 
both the army and navy. Later the justice was also made respon-
sible for the collection of pension money for disabled veterans 
who had fought for Queen and country. 
56 A.p.e., VOl. XX, p. 320, Vol. XXV, p. 9. 
57 A.P.C., Vol. XXV, p. 182, Vol. XXVII, pp. 147, 211, 289, 
339, 364, Vol. XXX, pp. 263, 267, 348, 403, 605. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE PROBLEM OF SUSTENANCE 
By 13 Eliz. c. 13 the justices of the peace were able to 
set the export quota on a county's grain,l However, only the 
central government could issue licenses for grain export. When 
the Privy Council learned of imminent exportation without li-
cense, an inquiry was ordered. One such letter to the Bishop of 
Peterborough requested information concerning the origin, desti-
nation, and carrier. 2 In another case the justices of Sussex 
received notification that one Marshall of London was guilty of 
engrossingr he was to be apprehended and punished. Sir George 
Goringe as a justice of Sussex received an order from London to 
enlist the aid of the local justices to enforce an embargo on 
grain export. If any had been exported recently, the Council 
wished to know of it. 3 A fortnight later another Goringe, perhaps 
lJohn Raithby (ed.), The Statutes It Large of England and 
of Great Britain from Magna Carta to the Union of the Kinsdoms of 
Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. IV Prom I MarY, A.D. 1553 to 16 
Charles I. A.D. l~ (London I Printed by George Eyre and Andrew 
Straham, 1851), p~ 547. 
2 3 A.P.C., Vol. VII, p. 223. ~A~._P~._C~., Vol. VII, p. 270. 
r-------------------------------------------------------------------
a relative of Sir George, and the other justices near Arundel 
were authorized to exempt wheat and barley from the embargo for 
the relief of Rye. 4 If the grain were sent, we have no record 
of it, but Rye still needed grain on May 9, 1573. 5 Further excep-
tion to the general order was made later. The ship ~ 
Catherine, owned by Thomas Smith, was licensed to export a set 
amount of malt and wheat to Ireland. Justices Lloyd and Snedall 
were instructed to insure that the grain was only used for 
relief. If the area could not spare the grain for Ireland, these 
justices were to refuse Smith the grain which was demanded. 6 
The market towns of the shire often proved a headache 
to the justices. In Hertford they were to guard against the 
raising of prices. No brewers or badgers (corn dealers) were 
allowed to purchase grain under pain of punishment at the next 
quarter session. 7 Occasionally the justices proved too zealous. 
A French merchant lodged a complaint with the Council against the 
mayor and justices of Winchel sea, for they had sold his grain at 
a low price when the supply of the county did not warrant it. 
The Privy Council ordered them to pay the merchant a just price 
4 A·r·C., Vol. VIII, p. 85. 5 A.P,C. , Vol. VIII, p. 86. 
6 A.P.C. , Vol. VIII, p. 105. 
7 a. p •c., Vol. VIII, p. 108. 
~~r-.~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~--------~----~~--'-­ana allow him to transport any of the remaining cargo to a more 
advantageous market. 8 In 1575 the Council requested Lord Keeper 
Bacon to renew the commis.ion for the re8traint of grain. The 
renewal was granted upon information of engrossing in Sussex 
sent by the Bishop of Chich.ster and va.rious ot:ber jU8tices. 9 
since the grain supply was seriously low in 1576, all London 
brewers were prohibitad from using any wheat or meal except 
"beere born., .. wbeat already mixed wi tb oats .10 
Reference was made again in 1579 to the statute on grain 
export when the justices of assize were ordered to confer wi.th 
the justicee of the peace in Southampton, Devon, and Cornwall. 
However, a new reason wa. added, "for the better Rlaintenance of 
tillage ... 11 Often an informer was rewarded by a special export 
licens. from the Privy Council. For instance, Hinder of Corn-
wall received the right to export eight hundred quarters of 
grain if it would benefit the county and if local markets were 
already adequately supplied and price. remained reasonable. 
Since the harvest of 1579 proved bountiful, the Council approved 
export of surplus grain by Kent and Su •• ex a8 well. 12 
sa,f,e., Vol. VIII, p. 119. 9A.P,P., Vol. lX, pp. 52-53. 
10 A.r,s;., Vol. IX, pp. 297-98. 
11 A.r,e., Vol. XI, pp. 192-93. 
12 ll.' _51_, Vol. XI, p. 189. 
COnditions were reversed the next year when the justices of 
Huntington were forbidden to allow grain to be shipped down the 
OWse River from adjacent counties to Lynn.13 
SOmetimes scarcity would call for more drastic action. 
In 1586 ships laden with grain were unloaded at Plymouth, and 
the cargo was sold under the supervision of the justioes in the 
town market at reasonable prices to prevent famine. 14 The 
farmers of Gloucestershire who hoarded and hid grain to await 
better prices were foiled when the justices carried out a barn 
inspection and ordered the grain to be sold at current prices. 
At the same time an order was issued by the Privy Council to the 
justicea for the weekly delivery of grain to market, and bonda 
were taken to assure the obedience of the farmers. 15 Comparable 
orders were issued for other areaa, 16 but collectively they 
worked against the welfare of London. one solution was to rate 
each county on a weekly basis and send the resulting grain to 
London. 17 The restraint issued through the justices also pre-
vented a prosperous town in a neighboring shire from attracting 
grain needed within the county of ita origin. Walden in Essex 
complained to the Privy council on this score againat 
13 A.P.C. , Vol. Xl, pp. 208, 222. 
14 A.P.C •• Vol. XII, p. 296. 
15 Vol. XlV, 59. A.P.£., p. 
16 6allg: . Vol. XIV, pp. 71-72, 79, 98, 99, 119. 
17 ~·I·C., Vol. XIV, pp. 319-20, 359. 
cambridge, 8 and the Council relayed the complaint to the jus-
tices of cambridge. 
Due to the meager harvest of 1586, the ~OO. collected 
for the erection of a house of correction was spent for grain 
to feed the poor of Hereford. 19 The situation was no better in 
the hundred of Wisbech in Huntington, where no surplus grain 
existed to be marketed in dependant communities. 20 By December 
the justioes of the London area prohibited the converting of 
grain into starch and required accurate aocounts of the annual 
consumption of wheat within their jurisdictions. 21 Reports of 
wideapread hardship also came from other parts of the country, 
for in January a new order directed all justices in the realm 
to see that the markets were furnished, the poor set to work, 
and relief administered. 22 Even in such hard times special 
privilege continued, for the justices near Oxford and Cambridge 
had no right to regulate the towns' markets since the univer-
sities had this right themselves by ancient privilege. 23 
William Paulet, the Marquess of Winchester, received a brisk 
note from the Privy Council that demanded that Surrey be supplied 
with grain and a poor man compensated for grain that Paulet had 
18 A.P.C., Vol. XIV, pp. 382-83. 
19 A.P.C., Vol. XIV, pp. 326-27. 
20 Vol. XIV, 249. A.P.C., p. 
21 A.P.C. , Vol. XIV, pp. 263-64. 
22 A.P.C., Vol. XIV, p. 278. 
23 A.p.e., Vol. XIV, p. 283. 
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ordered sold at a 1088. 24 Furthermore, he was told to deal 
wi th ,the "disorder1ie and sediciously behaved persons" in the 
town of Andover. 25 
Perhaps the trouble in Andover was similar to that en-
countered by Sir Anthony Tharold on the Brudnells' lands from 
which grain had been stolen. With the aid of another justice 
of the peace, Tharold was to seek out and punish the persons who 
had caused the riot during which the grain was stolen. 26 
Another shaw of force occurred on the River Severn in 1586; a 
band of people stopped a craft carrying malt and carried the 
cargo away. The justices of the peace in Gloucester had to 
apprehend the ringleaders and call a special session to deal 
with them. 27 James Bowyer, the owner of the malt, received due 
compensation for his 10ss.28 
An instance of urban relief occurred in 1600, when the 
Sussex justioes allowed John Storer, a London baker, to convey 
two hundred and fifty quarters of wheat from the towns of 
Chichester and Arundel to the capital. As a concession to local 
needs, Storer was per.mitted to sell twenty-five quarters at 3~ 
a bushel at each of the supplying towns. 29 orders against 
engrossing, high prices, and unsupplied markets continued to be 
24 A,P.C., Vol. XV, pp. 40-41. 
25a,p.C., Vol. XV, 47. 26 Vol. XV, 218. p. A.P.C., p. 
27 Vol. XlV, 133. A.P.C. , p. 
28 A.P.C., Vol. XIV, pp. 159-60. 
29 A.P.C., Vol. xxx, p. 418. 
issued to the counties. 30 
Justice Robert Saahvill of Sussex informed the Council 
of the disorder that famine had produced. The Council advised 
him to note possible inoiters of disorder and to make arrests at 
the first evidence of agitation. care was also taken to mention 
that poor reli&f was a princely office dear to the Queen. 31 
Two weeks later a similar set of instructions was sent to Norfolk. 
Once again, ringleaders were to be committed until the next 
assize, but the justices also had to appoint watchers for the 
markets and other places of concourse. The Council promised the 
appointment of a marshal to control any remaining disorder. 32 
Although prices were set by an annual conference of jus-
tices, Parliament placed a ceiling on grain prices. As might 
be expected, the statutory price tended to lag behind actual 
market prices, especially in the 1590's when the scale of 20A-
a quarter of 1593-1604 was countered by a market price of 34~. 
10_1/4g. 33 The difficulty of the situation can be further seen 
by examining Brenner's price calculations. Using the year 
1550=100, the index of food prices increased to 244 by 1600 while 
the wages of craftsmen rose to only 160 and those of laborers 
30 A.P.C., Vol. XXX, p. 733. 
31 A.PtC., Vol. XXVII, pp. 55-56. 
32 A.P.C., Vol. XXVII, p. 84. 
33Norman S. B. Gras, The EvoluttOn of the 
Market from the Twelfth to the Eighteenth centUiY 
Harvard unIversity Pre •• , 1915), p. 450. 
~Sh Corn 
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to 114. 34 The justice of the peace could do something to control 
the local market, but stabilization had to be formulated for 
the entire county in order to produce significant results. 
Next to grain control, illegal meat conaumption during 
Lent proved a problem for the justices. The killing, dressing, 
selling, or eating of meat on fast days and during Lent was 
prohibited by proclamation. 35 However, an exception was made 
for the sick and for the influential people who purchased 
licenses. 36 The local authorities, including the justices, were 
to imprison violators who did not pay the fine. A proclamation 
of 1559 provides us with more detailed information. Animals 
could be butchered only after the Tuesday follOWing Palm Sunday, 
while the dressing could not be performed before noon on Holy 
Saturday, and any person violating the law suffered a ~20. fine 
and loss of citizenship. If the culprit defaulted in paying 
the fine, he suffered six houra in the pillory on the next market 
day, and if the offender were not a citizen, ten days in jail 
replaced diafranchisement. 'the presentments were to be made by 
a petty jury on the Monday after the third Sunday of Lent or in 
the week preceding Easter. The houses of butchers were searched 
34y • S. Brenner, "'the Inflation of Prices in England, 
1551-1656", English Hi,toric,l Review. Second Series, Vol. XV, 
No.2, 1962, p. 282. 
35steele, OPe cit., Vol. I, pp. 52-53. 
36J • C. Drummond, The Eng:,llshman' 8 Food: A History rf 
livi Centuries of !Dglish DIet (London, Jonathan Cape, 1957 , 
p. 4. 
every fortnight. A justice who failed to report violations to 
Chancery could be fined ,&100. Finally all dispensations had to 
be reported to the alder.man and the curate. 37 This procedure 
remained valid for the entire reign on annual renewal. 
The justices of Middlesex reported to the Council at the 
conclusion of Lent, 1572, that they had strictly enforced the 
orders concerning meat oonsumption. 38 The Council instructed 
the justices in Essex to permit 'rhomas Adams, a butcher at 
Stratford Langthorne, to slaughter and sell meat to the house-
hold of the French ambassador. In 1573 Henry Morris of High 
Holborn in Middlesex was caught dining on a leg of mutton, 39 
and nine butchers of the same county were found guilty of 
slaughtering, dressing, and selling meat. 40 In 1587 the London 
area justice. permitted one butcher in Westminster, another in 
the II ouchie," and one in each liberty to remain open to serve 
the sick during Lent. others operated illegally, for the Council 
had to issue a restraint through the justices in 1590.41 The 
particularly flourishing trade of the butchers in Southwark 
resulted in renewed vigilance. 42 
The final area to be considered in this chapter is the 
37 Ibid., p. 55. 
38 cal. S. P. Dam •• 1547-80. p. 442. 
39Jeaffr.son (ed.), ope cit •• p. 79 
40 Ibid., pp. 91-92. 41 A.P.C., Vol. xx, p. 268. 
42 A.P.C •• Vol. XX, p. 323. 
role of the justices in securing provisions for royal estates. 
In 1565 the justices of Northumberland requested Sir William 
Cecil and Sir Walter Mildmay to issue a warrant compelling the 
inhabitants of Neasabrouqh to supply needed provisions. 43 In 
a Wiltshire case some thirty years later, the Council diplomati-
cally issued an order for provisions to the justices rather than 
to the customary purveyor. 44 for the military needs after 1588 
bred Wholesale corruption among officials. As in levying taxes 
for the maintenance of soldiers. the justices in some cases 
failed to satisfy the Council. A circular letter to the justices 
in Borfolk sarcastically commented that the men who had c0m-
plained in Parliament of corruption in supplying the army now 
failed in their own charge. In order to remedy the situation 
the justice. swore in four to six members of each parish to 
examine the quality and quantity of supplies that had been pro-
vided for the royal household during the last two years. Every 
effort was made to fix the responsibility for discrepancies. 45 
The regulation of food consumption. so cammon to modern 
times in war, had its counterpart in the reign of Elizabeth. 
Although the regulations concerning the royal household and Lent 
can be dismissed as minor in comparison to national consumption, 
the same cannot be said of those pertaining to grain. Many 
43ca1 • s. P. Dam., 1547-8Q. p. 327. 
44 A,P.C •• Vol. XXV. p. 138. 
45Bacon, Opt cit., pp. 64-65. 
orders of the Council were concerned with ita supply and market-
ing, but one should not necessarily conclude from this that the 
justices were negligent. Shortages due to poor harvests were 
quite cammon and required special measures. Either the justices 
performed their charge fairly well, or the Privy Council did 
not, for few complaints and reprimands appeared in the records. 
~----------------------------------------------------'~--
CHAPTER V 
WORK, POVERTY ANr) THE STATE 
Although the late medieval justice had been charged with 
wage regulation, the function was not fulfilled on the national 
scale until after the passage of the statute of Laborers in 1563. 
Individual cases best illustrate the administrative problema 
facing the justices in the labor regulation. Thomas Burche of 
Chelmsford in Essex hired Charles Brown to work in his tailor 
shop for a week, thus violating the law. l The justices could not 
achieve the stabilization of society if such short term laboring 
were allowed. Another violation was committed by John Clarke, a 
Mulseham butcher, who overpaid his servant, Richard Dale, L5. 4~. 
per annum. 2 Such benevolence could negate the official rates that 
the justices established annually for the county and thus encour-
age unrest. 
After a reminder from the Privy Council concerning abuse 
in rating, the justices of Lancashire assembled in the Chapter 
House at Manchester on April 10, 1594, to decide upon a new 
lEmmison (ed.), Essex quarter Sessions and Other Official 
Records, p. 99. 
2 
.!E!9.., p. 100. 
schedule of rates.~ In this rating the miller ranked very high 
on the economic ladder with an income of L5l. 4~. in addition to 
livery or its cash equivalent. The common agricultural worker, 
sixteen to twenty years of age, received lOA- while those older 
could count on lO~. more. Room and board augmented this wage. 
Female servants under fourteen received maintenance only, and 
those up to age eighteen could be paid anything up to l2~., 
those above that age l6L.8~. A woman working in the fields 
earned 2~. a day plus board, and this increased at harvest time 
but decreased during the winter. Task laborers could bargain for 
wages individually, but tradesmen like masons, carpenters, and 
plumbers could not charge above 6d. a day plus meals. The appren-
tice usually received his room, board, and clothing while learning 
his craft and performing other tasks pertaining to the trade 
"according to his power, wit, and ability ••• 4 
Within six weeks after Easter the justices of the county 
had to assemble to set wages. A justice could be fined L10. for 
neglect of duty if he failed to appear at the county meeting. 
Their rating was then forwarded to the central government in 
London which usually approved the schedules and returned them in 
the form of a proclamation by early september. If a man paid 
higher wages than those set by law, he was subject to a ~5. fine 
lTh. Court Leet Record, of the Manor of Manchester, 
Printed under the Superintendence of a Committee Appointed by the 
Municipal Council of the City of Manchester, Vol. II From the 
Year 1586 to 1618 (Manchester. Henry Blacklock and Co., 1885), 
pp. l2-ll. 
4"'---e11, . t 
-.,w Ope c~ ., n.p. 
and ten days in jail, the laborer received a three week sentence 
for accepting additional pay. During harvest time the justices 
could conscript town laborers to work in the fields. S Refusal to 
6 
work at harvest time resulted in two days and a night in stocks. 
Roam existed for abuse of workers--an unmarried woman under forty 
could be put to work at any wage the justice decided. Children 
of the poor might be apprenticed for as long as fourteen years 
without the permission of their parents. All handbooks discussed 
the fugitive laborer, the justice could issue a writ for the 
apprehension of a runaway and send it to authorities in any part 
of the realm. 7 
Local labor problems were often solved by the justices 
working under the direction of the Privy Council. When John 
Sharpe of Robertsbridge assaulted and insulted several Dutch 
steel workers in SUssex, two justices were charged with appre-
hending, interrogating, and punishing him.8 From time to time 
when the government needed skilled and unskilled workers to 
fortify a site against the threat of invasion, the local justices 
impressed these workers. For example, the justices of Salop and 
Lancaster received an order to provide masons, carpenters, and 
other laborers for defense work in Ireland. 9 A third type of 
5 Osborne, Ope cit., p. 13. 
6 Raithby (ed.), Ope cit., Vol. IV, pp. 197-98. 
7 I'Yrste Book., p. Sr. 
8 A.P.C., Vol. VII, pp. 333-34. 
9 A.P.C., Vol. IX, p. 112. 
case concerned the alum workers of Dor.et. They petitioned the 
Privy Council for an investigation of the dispossessing action 
that two servants of Lord Mountjoy had taken against some of 
them. 10 Although the evicted were ordered to be restoredll to 
their former condition, Lord Mountjoy sent the Council more 
information that resulted in an order to the justices to quell 
riots and forcible entries made on the Manor of C&mford by a band 
of dispossessed titleholders Who had been discharged. 12 
When Bath suffered from unemployment in 1586, the Privy 
Council ordered the justices to redress the matter by calling a 
meeting of the clothiers and tradesmen in the impoverished area 
and commanding them to employ the needy. If "frivolous" excuses 
were offered instead of cooperation, those who refused to cooper-
ate were to be reported to the Council. 13 Some justices were 
ordered to hear the grievance of the London leather curriers 
against resident foreigners who had made serious inroads into 
their market by the use of a special privilege, but the Council 
reserved the decision for itaelf. 14 Abuses in the marketing of 
wool in the towns of Reading and Newberry caused the Privy Council 
to request the justices to prevent middlemen from monopolizing 
the trade to the detriment of the poor clothier who depended upon 
10 A.P.C., Vol. XIII, pp. 319-20. 
11 A.P.C •• Vol. XIII, pp. 303-4. 
12 A.P.C., Vol. XIII, p. 213. 
13 A.P.C., Vol. XIV, pp. 93-94. 
14 A.p.e., Vol. XV, pp. 200-1. 
him for raw material. The Council feared that continued exploi-
tation would eventually eliminate the cottage laborers and thus 
upset the social balance. lS In all three instances the COuncil 
used the justices in some capacity to protect the welfare of the 
laborer. 
Inclosures~ war, and depression increased the mobile 
population~ especially among the unemployed. Local and later 
central authorities viewed this change with dismay and sought to 
provide for the poor. In 1556 cambridge provided parochial as-
sessments for the relief of the poor, an example gradually fol-
lowed by other prosperous communi ties. 16 At Norwich, Norman 
Spital in St. Paul's parish was converted into a poorhouse in 
1565. 17 Norwich needed another such house in 1574 to accommodate 
some of it. 2,300 poor in a population of 15,000.18 Nathaniel 
Bacon petitioned for the housing of the poor of Aylsham in an 
empty building that had been a haunt for gamblers and a dump for 
rubbish. Upon receiving permission from the COuncil, Bacon moved 
the building to a more suitable site and placed a keeper in 
19 
charge. The Privy Council asked the justices of Southampton 
l5A•P •C., Vol. XXX, p. 671. 
1613• M. Hampson, The Treltment of Poverty in 
Ca!bridgeshire 1597-1834 (Cambridge. At the University Pres.~ 
1934), pp. 6-7. 
17 R. H. Mottram, Success to the Mayors A Narrative of 
the DeveloDmentof Local Self-Government in a Provincial Centre 
(Norwich) during Eight Centuries (London. Robert Dale and 
Company~ 1937), p. 162. 
leA.p.e., Vol. VIII, p. 328. 
19aacon, Ope cit., pp. 60-61. 
to provide materials for the poor in the house of correction at 
Winche.ter, ~500. was collected by appointees who asked for vol-
untary contributions from people of mean •• 20 At Faver.ham, a 
town extremely efficient in it. relief of ~e poor, the 1595-96 
roll of those on partial or total relief reveala several instanc. 
of an elderly woman carine; for children of the town. Mother 
Joyner received l.!._ a week for such a child while Mother Wyles 
raised three children at the same rate. 2l For a population of 
1500 there were six overseers of the poor in the town. 22 
To meet the increased expense of public charity, local 
authorities had to expand their collections to include more of 
the population. In 1577 the churchwardens in every large parish 
collected. 2St- per week, and smaller congreqations paid half that 
rate _ A tax of 4~. per pound sterling was levied on all having 
an inc:ome above .l!,5. a year in goods or 40.!.. from land. 23 The 
Privy Council wrote the Earl of Derby and the o~er justices of 
ene.ter and Lancaster concerning the feasibility of collecting 
sSt. a week in each pariah for relief. 24 
Individuals and parishes sometimes re.isted collecting 
20 A.P.C., Vol. XI, p. 417. 
21 J. M. Q:Jwper, MIIote. from the Record. of Faver.ham, 
1560-1600," in Transactions of the Histori~cal SOciety ed. Rev. 
Charles Rogers (London a Printed for the Historical Society, 
lS72), p. 342. 
22xeid ., p. 325. 
23Bistorica1 Hppuscripts Commis.iona !!ports on Manu-
script, in Various Co~lections. Vol. I, p. 6S. 
24 A.P.C., Vol. XIV, pp. 187-88. 
the rate for the poor. A justice committed John Stiles of 
Gedgrave in SUffolk to prison for refusing to pay l6g. for the 
poor of Orford. Stiles claimed that Gedgrave was a separate par-
iah and that the lord of the manor had forbidden him to pay. H0w-
ever, on the following Thursday stiles paid up, so the justice 
released him, but Gedgrave was also united to Orford. 25 We do 
not know how the justices handled Thomas Harmen of Weston in 
Hertford who boldly erased his name from the parish list for the 
colleetion of the rate. 26 In Yorkshire the citizens of Staincros. 
refused to contribute toward the relief of Barnsley, so the jus-
tices ordered the assessment to stand until the next regular ses-
aion when the whole bench could adequately consider the dispute~7 
In 1599 three parishes appealed to the justices at the sessions 
in Devonshire. The justices should not force them to contribute 
to the relief of the poor of Holsworthy, for the town could sup-
port itself. The justices denied the appeal, but the original 
three parishes were assisted by six others, each paying 4A. to 
lSg. a week to impoverished Holsworthy.28 BOt only had Parlia-
ment profited from the experiments of progressive towns by 
adopting many of t.heir methods and enaeting them into law29 but 
now an attempt was made to have the wealthier parishes assist the 
25Historical Manuscripts Commissiopa Report on Manu-
scripts in Various Collections. Vol. XV, p. 266. 
26aardy (ed.), OPe cit., p. 18. 
27Lister (ed.), Ope cit., p. 26. 
28 Hamilton (ed.), Ope cit., p. 18. 
29Bladk, Ope cit., p. 266. 
poor ones. 
The justices regulated local wages through the annual 
rating which the Privy Council had to approve. OCcasionally the 
Council requested the justices to settle or at least investigate 
labor disputes. Furthermore, the justices had to help work out 
a local solution for the care of the poor. Such expertmentation 
resulted in the adoption of a parish rate on a national scale. 
CR.l\PTER VI 
THE JUSTICES AT WORK IN THE COMMUNITY 
1. Property Litigation 
Trespass~ eviction, rightful possession and ownership 
comprise the main categories of property disputation that the 
justices were called upon to solve. Riot and assault often CO~ 
plicated the issue. In one case J~es Peryman and his wife drove 
their cattle over the property of John Ford on the grounds that 
a right of way existed~ but Ford maintained that there was only 
a footpath. After an exchange of blows, Peryman complained to 
the justices that Ford had beaten his wife while Ford told his 
landlord that Peryman had diverted a stream ta~ard the Ford home~ 
In 1577 a riot occurred at Brentwood in Essex over the 
possession of a chapel. Sheriff Weston Brown claimed the buildmg 
as part of his inheritance and carried off the pews. However 
some women of Brentwood decided to hold the structure by force. 
The justices had the women committed to jail, but the Council 
ordered them to be released on bail. Further instructions called 
for light fines to be imposed on the women, but Sheriff Brown 
retained his chapel. 2 A more complicated conflict concerning 
1 
cal. s. f. Dom. 1566-79, p. 506. 
2 A.P.C., Vol. x, pp. 34-35. 
~---------------------------------------------------eccleaiastical property aro •• between two individuals, Busefield 
and Pratt, for the posses.ion of the title to CUXham parsonage 
in OXfordshire. Pratt had been disposses.ed by a false puraui-
vant. Since Sir Francis Knollys, the Queen'. treasurer, knew 
both parties and. was in the area, he had received a command from 
the Council to consult with the vice chancellor of OXford univer-
sity and settle the dispute. Secondly, the justice. had to appr 
hend the pursuivant and punish him.] The Council ordered the 
jUStiC~8 of Staffordshire to examine another case in which forci-
ble entry was made upon the parsonage of Eaton by Thoma. Austen. 4 
The justices received instructions to refer a property 
case under consideration to the next assize of the oounty.5 In 
other instances the Council had to remind the negligent justice 
of his duty. Such was the case when Asheworthe Manor in 
Gloucester was forcibly entered into and held. 6 In one cas. the 
justices merely executed a decision of the Council. Henry Shelly 
was to be placed in possession of the house that his uncle forci-
bly held with the approval of the Court of King's Bench. 7 
Nathaniel Bacon received a letter from Edward Clere. a fellow 
justice of the peace. that further illustrates property litiga-
tion. Clere'a cousin a •• embled a band to hold Saxlingham Hous. 
3 a·t·e., Vol. x, p. 11. 
4 f.. p •e., Vol. XI, pp. 434-35. 
5 A.P.C., Vol. XII .. p. 36. 
6 Vol. XII, 210. 6!p·e., p. 
7 A.p.e., Vol. XIII, p. 117. 
in Norfolk. The possessors did not hesitate to defend the house 
by throwing stones at the servants of the opposition or ambushing 
them with pikes, swords, and sticks. Clare wi.hed to have the 
property reatored to him on the claim of his wife that had been 
approved in the Court of Chancery.S A .imilar caae required the 
juatice. to prevent the Counte.s of Leice8ter from invading 
Kenilworth eastle, whioh was rightfully held by Robert Dudley.9 
In a letter to Lord Burghley, it was mentioned that the justioes 
of the peace had aided the legal owner who requested their help 
after receiving a writ of restoration from the a88i&e. 10 
In 1593 Lady Russell petitioned the Council to punish her 
neighbor, JUstice Lovelace, who had come to her manor with a band 
of armed men to release two servants she had placed in stock •• 
In fact, by this act Lovelace had broken his oath as a jU8tice. 
A week later Lovelace sent one of his men to her to demand the 
key to Windsor Tower, but Lady Ru8sell refused to be evicted from 
the manor which she rented upon such sudden notice. Lovelace 
refused her offer of rent, and his men removed her and her pos-
ses.iona from the tower. Lady Russell then asked for .atiefactior 
and the removal of such a "mean" justice from the commission. ll 
Charl.s Brydiman also complained that the justice8 did nothing to 
restore hia property that had been forcibly held, so the Council 
8 Bacon, 92- cit., pp. 8-9. 
9 A.P.C., Vol. XIX, pp. 82-83. 
lOcal. S. P. pam •• Addenda 1580-1625. p. 340. 
lleal. S. P. Dom., Vol. III, p. 379. 
requested the sheriff to remove the trespasser. 12 
If there vere a claim against an estate or an unoccupied 
one while the case awaited a judgment, the justices had to see 
that it remained intact. The justices of Lincoln failed to do 
so for the Belfield .state, 80 the two creditors obtained letters 
of administration to seize, inventory, and secure the goods 
against relatives who vere atealing.13 Anyone vho trespassed 
upon the house of an tmpriaoned man would receive notice from the 
justices to appear in the star Chamber at the order of the 
Oouncil. 14 If a title of an estate vere disputed in Chancery, 
the local justices had to prevent neighbors and tenants from 
deforesting15 or stealing grain or fruit. 16 
2. Regulation of the Physical Community 
Although most Elizabethans regarded the plaque as a 
curse or God's chastising his sinful people, its communicability 
waa vell known. In times of plague all public meetings except 
church services vere auspended by law 80 aa to decrease the fre-
quency of human contact.17 The justices not only enforced these 
orders against assembly but alao recruited additional help in 
doing so from citizens. The justices maintained closer guard of 
strangers who might be infected. If one sheltered a stranger 
12 13 A.p.e., Vol. XXV, pp. 128-29. A.P.C., Vol. XX. p. 216. 
14 15 A.r.c., Vol. XIX, p. 463. A.P.C., Vol. XX, pp. 309-11. 
16A.,.C., Vol. XX, p. 302. 
17 p. P. Wilson, '1'1\8 Plaaue in ShakesDear.' S London 
(Oxfords At the university Pre.s, 1927), p. 208. 
during a plague, imprisonment could result. In each case the 
local justice of the peace enforced the few health measures, but 
the hungry mouths of London'. graves were not to be denied. OVer 
2000 died in the course of the epidemic of 1603.19 
Periodic watches against vagabonds and rogue. were or-
dered by the Council, and even some effort at coordinating them 
was made in the early 1570, •• 20 The Council aaked the justice. 
of Surrey and Middlesex to confer with the lord mayor of London 
in order to apprehend l1idle and loytering people" for forced 
labor crews. The les8 able only received the statutory punish-
ment, a Whipping and a burning through the right ear with a hot 
iron. 21 
Although unpaid in most instance., the constable reported 
the .tate of hi. parish to the justice. at each quarter .esaion. 
Annual rotation in pariah offices, the responsibility of a 
pari.hioner complaining at •••• ion tim., and the inevitable town 
bu.y-body, all proved .afeguard. against his abu.ing the office~2 
Par in.tance, Constabl. William Ramscarr of Wentbridge in 
18 Bailey (ed.), Ope cit., pp. 116-118. 
xxx, p. 568. 
22oaborne, Ope cit., p. 20. 
Yorkshire failed to apprehend "bad and notorious personnes" or 
present William Dickenson as a receiver of rogues because of his 
friendship for the wanted man. On a warrant of Mrs. Wilcocke and 
her neighbors l both men were arrested and order$d by the justices 
to find sureties to guarantee their appearance at the next quar-
ter session. 23 
On June 24, 1565, the Council notified the justices of 
Herts of arson within the shire and ordered more careful watchei~ 
The justices of Middlesex received a letter of complaint oon-
cerning the burning of Sir Thomas Gresham's park at Osterley. 
The looal authorities were told to inquire into the ease at the 
next session. 25 When East Dereham in Norfolk burned in 1581, 
Queen Elizabeth asked the Lord Chanoellor to issue lioenses for 
building materials and order the justioes to collect relief 
funds. 26 Six counties under the supervision of the justices were 
obliged to contribute to the rebuilding of I'ordham in Cambridge-
shire after fire destroyed it at the end of the reign. 27 SOWever, 
sometimes even an em.erqency did not open a money pouch, after a 
year the people of Lincolnshire had not contributed to the relief 
fund of the j ustioes for Bast Retford in Nottingham. 28 
23Lister (ed.)1 OPe cit., Vol. III p. 118. 
24 A.P.C. I Vol. VIII p. 220. 
25 A.P.C., Vol. IX, p. 160. 
26 A.P.C., Vol. XIII, pp. 212-13. 
27 A.P.C. , Vol. XXXII, pp. 16-17. 
28 A.p.e., Vol. XIV, pp. 160-61. 
Although the Privy Council occasionally concerned itself 
with bridge repairJ most cases were handled independently by the 
justices. According to 24 aen. VIII c. 5. four justices of the 
peace in each shireJ including one of the quorum, i.e., one with 
formal legal training, had the power to inquire, hear, and deter-
mine at quarter sessions cases of unrepaired bridges. 29 The 
handbook of 1582 repeated the law but exempted the Cinque Ports 
from local jurisdiction. 30 In 1565 the Bishop of Durham and the 
other justices in his diocese were repriDUU1ded for their laxness 
in the repair of Newcaatle Bridge. 31 The justices of Berkshire 
received a reminder that the responsible town officials had not 
repaired Wallingford Bridge although they had continued to col-
lect tolls. 32 And the town of upton petitioned the Council to 
order the justices of neighboring counties to issue an order for 
a collection to defray repair expenses. l3 
Without the complaints from the communities the Privy 
Council would have been rather unaware of the need to supervise 
the justices. In one instance the Council acted as an arbitrator 
between two communities in a dispute over bridge repair. The POOl 
of OXford and Berks complained of the difficulty of repairing 
bridges near OXford, so the Council ordered Sir Francis Knolles 
to summon three to five justioes from each county to decide the 
issue. 34 In another case the citizens complained that a bridge 
had not been repaired although three counties were responsible 
29rvrste Book., p. 13 r. 30 Eirenprchia, 1582, pp. 374-75. 
3~ 32 A.P.C., Vol. VII, p. 290. A.P.C., Vol. IX, p. 89. 
33a. .}) ~ U',..1 TY '1"\ 1., 34.... n,. n. " ... .., , "\1'10 
" -... 
for it. 35 In Yorkahire a jury declared Turnebridge in a state 
of "great ruyne and decay· and blamed the inhabitants of the town 
of SDaith. Two justices were ordered to estimate the sum needed 
for the repair work and to certify it in court. 36 Thua, the jus-
ticea did not diligently perform the task they had inherited from 
the Olurch. 37 
Since the last two decades of the sixteenth-century wi t-
neaaed a surge in construction of dwellings, especially in the 
grOWing centers of commerce and their environs, The statute 31 
Elia. c. 7. attempted to prevent population mobility by requirinq 
the justices to license cottaqea in their respective counties. 
In the next Parliament the p.asaqe of 35 Eliz. c. 6. placed fur-
ther restrictions on conatruction in towns. previously, the maa-
ter of the rolls with the assistance of some justices had made an 
inquest in Middlesex to discover any new buildings erected since 
the proclamation which prohibited construction without licens •• 
upon finding • guilty party, presentmenta were made by oath and 
a certificate 80 statinq was forwarded to the Council. The quil tl 
party then posted bond to insure his appearance in the Court of 
star Chamber. 38 This building prohibition wa. not enforced in 
35A•p •e., Vol. XXV, pp. 216-17. 
36 Lister (ed.), OPT cit., p. 74. 
37 Edwin A. Pratt, A Hi-tory of ,Inlg Transportation and 
Copg!uniaat.iop in mlapd (London. lCeg&n Paul, Trench, Trubner 
and Co., Ltd., 1912 , p. 12. 
38 A.p.e., Vol. XIX, p. 279. 
the country, perhaps the failure accounts for the passage of 
35 Elis. c. 6. two years later. HoWever, the Council still re-
buked the justices of Middlesex for laxne.. as late as 1598. 39 
Same people were committed to the Fleet and fined in SUrrey and 
Middlesex, but the Privy Council, not the local justices, initi-
ated the action.40 
In less populated areas the statute concerning the erec-
tion of cottages was enforced by the justices. Anthony Wynes of 
crudwell in Wiltshire was granted a license by the justices to 
erect a cottage in 1590.41 In Lancashire the justices allowed 
Christopher crooke of Haslinqden to build a cottage because the 
community needed his servic.s.42 The justices of Oldham, real-
izing the parish needed a tailor, permitted John Bromet of 
Chadderton to build a cottage. 43 Lastly the ci tisans of Bradley 
in Stafford petitioned the Council for a cottage license so that 
Sibyl and Elizabeth Alsoppe could have a home for life, and one 
was granted by the justices at the order of the Council.44 It 
is Cloubtful whether the building problem elsewhere ever became 
as acute as in LenClon, where traffic was hampered considerably, 
39 A.P.C., Vol. XXIX, pp. 5-6. 
40 A.P.C., Vol. XX, p. 326. 
41 Johnson (ed.), Ope cit., p. 130. 
42 James 'fait (ed.), Lancashire ~arter Session Records. 
Vol. I Oqaxter Se.sions Roll, 1590-1606 n Remain. HistorIcal and 
Literarv Connected with the pa1atineCOunties of Laricaster and 
ene,ter VOl. LXXVZI, New Series (Manchester a Printed for the 
Chetham !8ciety , 1917), p. 56. 
44Wde, p. 62. 
Burne (ed.), op_ cit., Vol. II, p. 315. 
and laws and proclamations regulating new building remained 
unheeded. 45 
A number of town and county building projects required 
the approval of the Privy Council, but no set principle existed 
to determine this. In 1580 Middlesex erected the Sessions House 
at Barres on ground leased by Christopher Saxton from the Crown, 
but he had to obtain a permit that exempted the proposed struc-
ture from the recent proclamation forbidding further construction 
within the metropolitan area of London. 46 When Wiltshire needed 
a jail in 1592, the justices drew up a weekly tax levy based on 
the various divisions.47 The privy Council requested that the 
wealthier citizens or those deriving the greatest benefit from 
the ram.haCkled toll house in East Dereham contribute propor-
tionally to its repair.48 The justices collected this money. 
By requiring permission for financing local public projects, the 
Council assured itself some control over building, and the jus-
tices seem to have handled the financial angles. 
Meanwhile villagers continued their petty disputes that 
the justices had to resolve. Thomas Crawley encroached upon the 
highway in the process of enclosing a common pond at Xing·s 
walden,49 Ralph Houghton complained about Samuel Leese's 
45JOhn stow, A SUrvey of London (London. Imprinted by 
Iohn Windet, 1603), p. 426. 
46 A.P.C., Vol. XII, p. 94. 
47 Johnson (ed.), Ope cit., p. 153. 
48 A. P, C., Vol. XXX, p • 275 • 
49Hardy (ed.), Ope cit., p. 34. 
troublesome dunghill to the justices of Manchester,~V and owners 
of market .talls failed to clean the street where they conducted 
busine.s. 5l Fines were threatened and collected. 52 Clearly 
Manchester must have been either one of the dirtiest or one of 
the cleanest places in the realm, for no other court record con-
sulted contains so many sanitation cases. 
3. Crime on Land and Sea 
Problems arising from robbery often fell to the justice, 
but the assize usually tried the ca.e.. The ju.tices of Buck. 
were ordered to examine armed riders after robberies at Bradley 
and Aqmonde.ham in Ma~ 1559. 53 In JUne, 1576, a similar order 
went to the ju.tices of Northampton in an effort to aid the 
Leice.ter authorities in capturing two men who robbed Mary Queen 
of Scots at Geddington. 54 sometimes a circular placard would go 
out to the justices such as the one of June, 1579, concerning 
Christopher Bllet, who had robbed William Johnson of Haworth in 
cumberland of goods worth ~20.55 In 1587 the justices were told 
to pur.ue a band of outlaws who had robbed a poor market man in 
Sherwood Forest, these robbers also had plundered graves to give 
to the poor. 56 one ju.tice in Oxford imprisoned a witness to a 
50The Court Leet Record. of the Manor of Manche.ter, 
p. 46. 
51 52 Ibid., p. 53. Ibid., pp. 71, 79. 
53 A.P.C., Vol. VII, p. 101. 
54 55 A.P.C., Vol. IX, p. 136. A.P.C., Vol. XI, p. 150. 
56 A.P.C., Vol. XV, pp. 98-99. 
robbery in May, 1580, and then permitted the man to be bailed 
without having been examined, much to the con.ternation of the 
COuncil. Lord Norri. was then a.ked to obtain the a •• i.tance of 
other justices in inve.tigating the bailing and the robbery and 
to .ubmit the case to the next as.ize. 57 One case that was tried 
by the justice. of Hertford concerned John Clarke'. burglary of 
a manor at Waltham Cro... Clarke was hanged for taking two 
cloaks, one capon, and a sadk of grain, worth a total of 2l~. 
6~.58 
In an age of whol.sale petty theft the justice. d.cid.d 
frequent cases of irregularity in weights and m.a.ur.s. For 
.xample, two bakers of Middlesex were fined for •• lling und.r-
weight loaves in 1576,59 and Nicholas Pulton was fined for fraudu-
lently selling forty strike. of lime, using a strike that was onl, 
half the .tandard one. 60 Weights unmarked a. "certified" could 
cost their owner. 6~. 8~. for the first offense and a progres-
.ively higher fine for the next two violations. A trip to the 
pillory resulted on the fourth offen.e. A customer who had been 
cheated was entitled to quadrupled damage. plus forfeith of the 
material measured, and the merchant could be jailed for two 
year •• 6l A proclamation of 1587 .tr •••• d the need for standard 
57 A.p.e., Vol. XII, pp. 31-32. 
58 Hardy (.d.), Ope cit., p. 17. 
59 Ja.ffreaon (ed.), 9p. ci~., p. 102. 
60aurne (ed.), Ope cit., Vol. II, p. 177. 
6~ewe hoke., p. l23r. 
62 
weights and measures. The Exchequer at Westminster possessed 
the official weights of the realm, and duplicates were distrib-
uted to gunicipal authorities. Against these weights the mer-
chant could test his own set. 'lhe COuncil ordered the justioe of 
assize in Wiltshire to summon the justices of the peace and pub-
licly condemn the heavy weights that had been used at salisbury~J 
In Manchester weights were made available to the public so that 
purchase8 could be reweighed by the customer. 64 Lambarde men-
tioned a sami-annual inspection of markets for the examination of 
weights, the faulty ones were confiscated .. broken, and burned. 65 
Clo8ely related to illegal weights was debased or counter-
feit coinage. The Privy Council issued a proclamation that enu-
merated the justices of the peace as fit persons to answer que8-
tions about coins and to determine the equivalence between a worn 
coin and one in fine eondition. 66 In 1576 a gang of E •• ex 
counterfeiters were confined on the evidence of the justices of 
Berkshire. 67 In another case the mayor of Leic.ster found him-
self in prison on a charge of counterfeiting, and a special com-
mission of three justices had to investigate.68 Unfortunately, Wt 
62 Steele .. Ope cit., pp. 86-87. 
63 A.p.e ... Vol. XX .. p. 316. 
64The Court Leet Record, of the ManQr of Manchester, 
Vol. III Prom the Year 1586 to 1618. p. 154. 
65 E1renaryhia. 1599, pp. 357-58.. 368. 
66steele .. o;e- clt ... p. 56. 
67 Vol. IX .. 270-71. AtLC., pp. 
68 A.P.C. , Vol. XI .. p. 290. 
do not know the results in either case. 
Another crime that seldom bothered the justices was 
witchcraft. one notable exception involved Joan Ellyse, the wife 
of a Middlesex brewer, who had bewitched four horsea worth ~. 
and thus killed them. The owner, Edward Williamson, had been 
bewitched by Joan two years before, shortly after he had informed 
the law that she had hexed a cow worth 40.!.. To complete the 
record, Joan Ellyse had also bewitched a laborer, William Crowche, 
so that he wasted away at the brink of death for four months. 
After such an unsuccessful career, Joan was hanged by order of 
the justice of the peace. 69 In two other cases of suspected 
witchcraft the Council asked the local justices to investigate the 
charges. 70 
Seditious or lewd words were not tolerated in the Tudor 
state. Verbally abusing a justice of the peace resulted in dire 
consequences even for a knight. 7l The justices themselves were 
sometimes asked to forward depositions to the Privy Oouncil. 72 
Nicholas aaaelwood of Islington in Middlesex expressed a wish to 
aee the Queen dead and his enemies burned in smithfield before 
Michaelmas, he was sentenced to the pillory.73 In 1596 George 
69Jeaffreson (ed.), OPe cit., p. 84. 
70 Vol. XI, p. 427, Lister (ed .. ) , cit., A.p.e., ope 
vol. II, p. 79. 
71 A.P.C., Vol. VIII, p. 387. 
7291.1. s. P. Dom. 1547-80, p. 624. 
73Jeaffreson (ed.), OPe cit., p. 195. 
Clerk alias Andrews used "slaunderous speeches" against the Earl 
of ShrewSbury, so the Council ordered the justices of Nottingham 
to punish him at Easter se •• ion. 74 The Lord Admiral Howard was 
slandered by Edward Bull of Cottered in Hertford, but the record 
again fail. to reveal the puniShment.7S A fourth case involved 
James Doggett of Clerkenwell who uttered a comprehensive condem-
nation of public officials by wishing "a pox and a vengeance of 
all those whatsoever that made this statute for the poore and 
punishment to Rogues and a pox on all those that woulde followe 
her Majestie any more.·76 
Piracy also fell within the jurisdiction of the justices 
and provided them with more business than witchcraft and slander 
combined. The justices were required to as.ist in the capture of 
pirates by furnishing supplies to pursuing ships at reasonable 
rates. 77 Foreign complaints to the privy Council were often 
referred to local justices for fuller investigation. In 1565 the 
bishop of Winchester was instructed to call .ame of the justices 
of Hampshire to his aid in an examination of Sir Adrian Poyninges 
and two others. The French ambas.ador was convinced that they 
were implicated in the pirating of wines from Prench merchant-
men.
78 The Admiralty Court i.sued a warrant requiring the aid of 
74 A.P.C., Vol. XXV, p. 112. 
75aardy (ed.), Ope cit., Vol. I, p. 261. 
76Jaeffreson (ed.), Ope cit., pp. 283-84. 
77 A.P.C., Vol. YXI, p. 164. 
78 A.P.C., Vol. VII, pp. 227-28. 
the justices in the seizure of the spoils of the Pe1lican, a 
French ship which had been taken on returning from the Newfound-
land Banks with a carqo of fish. 79 John Weekes of Exeter found 
his ship detained because he refused to carry the goods of two 
merchants. The mayor summoned two justices to consider whether 
Weekes should be arrested to prevent his sailing.SO Justices of 
the peace in Cornwall and Devon were charqed with protecting 
merchandise ships detained in portal and preventing the smuggling 
of goods out of the country. 82 In another instance, the justices 
of NOrfolk fulfilled their obligation by obtaining a confession 
from William Peerson, a man who had done business with pirates.83 
In 1564 Queen Elizabeth ordered Sir Peter Carew .. a jus-
tice of the peace, to outfit two vessels that would clear the 
coast of pirates.84 The commissioners for the restraint of pro-
visions in SUffolk had orders to require the help of the gentle-
men near Lothingland in capturing pirates.as SOmetimes the jus-
tices were not successful in this charge. In 1577 John Davids, 
a justice of Haverfordwest, had to excuse himself for not 
79 
'&·E·C., Vol. XI, p. 377. 
80 lu p • C., Vol. VII, p. 237. 
81 A.p.e., Vol. VIII .. p. 61. 
82 A.P.C., Vol. VIII .. pp. 68-69. 
83£11. §. P. Dom. ~547-80, p. 618. 
84philip Gosse, The History of Piraev (London, Longmans, 
Green and Co ... 1932), p. 106. 
85 A.P.C., Vol. VIII, p. 150. 
apprehending the notorious Callice, who operated around Cardiff.8E 
Another lawbreaker by the name of Philpott proved 80 successful 
in piracy that an open commission for his capture (one directed 
to all counties) was issued to all justioes.87 
The machinery of justioe did not always run smoothly. 
The Marquess of Winchester complained in the name of the commis-
sion for piracy in Dorset that JUstice Christopher Amptill had 
countermanded the orders of the commission by releasing some 
pirates from Weymouth prison on bail. Amptill had to appear 
before the Council to explain. SS A week later another case of 
piracy on the Thames elicited an open letter to all justioes. 
JUlian Dorraci of Genoa had transported a cargo from crete to 
London, where he sold it and acquired another of lead, tin, and 
caraway_ Captain Derick van Bleke then sailed a Dutch ship up 
the Thames to Goring where he pirated Barr.c!'s oargo. To 
further complioate matters, the Dutch ship carried an Englishman, 
Captain Brodbank. Sinoe a rumor oirculated that the merohandise 
would be sold at some English port, Captain Brodbank might have 
been the liaison man between the pirates and the prospeotive 
English purchasers. If any justice apprehended these pirates, he 
w.s to confiscate the merchandise and incarcerate the pirate. 
86Cal • S. P. Pom. 1547-80, p. 537. 
87 A.P.C., Vol. XI, p. 106. 
88 A.P.C., Vol. XII, p. 27. 
89 pending directions from the Admiralty. We do not know whether 
Borraci ever received his cargo, but other merchants did recover 
stolen goods. The Danish merchant, Harman van Oldensey, re-
covered his goods through searches made by the justices of 
Middlesex. 90 
Once a band of pirates had been captured, the maintenance 
of them in the local jail made an additional demand on the tax-
payers of the community. The Council had to instruct Nathaniel 
Bacon and other justices of Norfolk to collect money for the 
maintenance of thirty pirate prisoners in the custody of John Ule 
of King'ston, the u...,darmarshal of the Admiralty. Ole had spent 
some one hundred marks of his own on prison provisions and con-
sequently found himself in debt. The taxpayers of Nor.folk did 
not cooperate in paying the debt, and the bast the Council could 
do was to prevent John Ule from being arrested and thrown into 
prison for debt. 9l 
4. Illegal Diver,ion. 
Since the statute 13 Richard II. c. 13. required an 
income of 40.!.. from land in order to hunt. most people who ahot a 
rabbit to supplement a frugal diet broke the law in the process. 
The only hunting legislation passed during Elizabeth's reign 
forbade hunters to pursue their prey over fields in which grain 
89 A·f· C., Vol. XII, pp. 39-40. 
90 Vol. XIV, 82. A.P.C •• p. 
91 A.P.C •• Vol. XVII. p. 292. 
grew.~2 Sufficient legislation already existed, the problem 
remained in enforcement of it. Near the end of the reign a 
proclamation against poaching was issued to all justices. It 
noted that the gaming laws had not been enforced sufficiently 
and then forbade the use of nets in the hunting of pheasants, 
partridges, and waterfowl. 93 Occasionally an order to suppress 
poaching also reached the justices from the Privy Council. 94 
Few cases of breaking the gaming laws appear in the 
records of the quarter sessions prior to about 1590, when the 
conciliar order and the proclamation were issued. Even in the 
last decade of the century they are not too abundant. John 
Hidden of Soly in Wiltshire pleaded not guilty to the charge of 
hunting in the fields, but he was convicted and fined 3~. 4£. in 
1590. 95 Four men of Stafford paid fines at one hearing in l592?6 
In Lancaster two yeomen and a laborer were presented for chasing 
and killing two hares with greyhounds in 1600, but the punishment 
went unrecorded. 97 Even the upper classes had their hunting 
problems, the servants of Sir John FOster killed one of the game-
keepers of the earl of Northumberland. Due to the importance of 
the two masters, the Privy Council directed the justices to hand 
92 23 Eliz. c. 10. 
93steele, Ope cit., p. 106. 
94 A.P.C., Vol. X, pp. 330, 359. 
95 Johnson (ed.), Ope cit., p. 132. 
96 Burne (ed.), Ope cit., vol. II, p. 265. 
97Tait (ed.), Ope cit., Vol. I, p. 148. 
over the case to the next assize. 98 
While the country qentleman hunted, his counterpart in 
London attended the theater. Although the prohibitions against 
plays in and about London indicated the growing Puritan influence 
in Elizabethan society as well as the strict censorship of the 
Tudors, avoiding the plague was the primary explanation for the 
periodic orders against their performance issued to the justices 
by the Privy Council. The justices also had to enforce the pro-
hibitions at other times in the year. A proclamation of May, 
1559, forbade unlicensed plays alluding to religion or government 
and indicated that interludes could not be performed until 
November. 99 In Lent, 1574 the Council notified the sheriffs and 
justices of Middlesex, Essex, and Surrey that all unnecessary 
assemblies, especially plays, were forbidden within ten miles of 
London until Easter. 100 Although plays were forbidden until 
Michaetmas, 1580, due to the plaque, violations occurred at 
Newington Bulles in Surrey.100 
In spite of an order to suppress these performances, 
Surrey proved troublesome again in 1587, when the inhabitants of 
SOuthwark complained to the Council that plays at two local thea-
ters profaned the Sabbath. 102 Obviously the justices had not 
98 A.P.C., Vol. XIII, pp. 216-17. 
99 Steele, Ope cit., p. 53. 
100 A.P.C., Vol. VIII, p. 313. 
101 A.P.C., Vol. XII, p. 15. 
102 A.P.C., Vol. AV, p. 271. 
done their duty, and the Council so informed them. The justices 
of Middlesex also received a reprimand because of the disorders 
103 in the playhouses within their county. Some "lewd" matters 
had been presented on the stage to an audience containing "bad" 
people. As a result two particularly odious establishments were 
torn down. The justices of Surrey sent for the owners of another 
theater in Blackside to order its demolition. In 1600 further 
complaints from the citizens of Middlesex and Surrey concerning 
"licentious people" resulted in an order suppressing more per-
formances. 104 Thus not only were players restricted" as Chambers 
has demonstrated,l05 but the playhouses also received effective 
supervision toward the close of the reign. 
Gambling in alehouses was common in both town and countr~ 
When Robert Leonarde of Mulseham, a brewer, was presented to a 
jury of Essex for keeping a gambling house known as the Shovyll, 
the authorities treated the matter as a routine occurrence. 106 
At Easter session, 1592, Robert Pope obtained a license to keep 
a tippling house, but he and Harvard of North Bradley were pro-
hibited from keeping an alehouse. 107 While the justices of 
Middlesex were instructed to supervise alehouses and victualing 
the 
103 A.P.C., Vol. XXVII" p. 313. 
104 A.P.C." Vol. XXX, p. 411. 
lOSE. K. Chambers, The Elizabethan Stage (Oxford: At 
Clarendon Press, 1923), Vol. I, pp. 271, 295. 
106Emmison (ed.), Guide to the Essex Record Office, p. 99. 
l07Johnson (ed.), _o~p_. __ c~i_t., p. 147. 
houses near London#108 the justices of York took a census of 
existing drinking establishments in order to limit further 
licensing. Each year the register was to be inspected with a 
view to renewing the licenses. 109 Twenty years later the jus-
tices of Middlesex received a sterner warning. After noting an 
annual order to suppress the numerous disorderly alehouses in 
the suburbs of London, the Council observed that as quickly as 
one house was pulled down another sprang up. In fact, instead 
of decreasing they increased with the growth of the city. The 
justices had to summon all keepers of alehouses within three 
mil.s of London for license inspection and keep a tally of the 
number of licenses issued and the fees collected. 110 Many vio-
lations appear in the quarter ses.ion record, for instance, John 
Snelgar of Downton in Wiltshire was fined 5L' for keeping an 
unlicensed alehous •• lll In an alehouse at Wetherby in Yorkshire 
same persons gambled throughout the night and slept during the 
day, consequently Margaret Addingham, the proprietress, paid a 
heavy fine in addition to having her license suspended. 112 
Justice Nathaniel Bacon found it necessary to write the town of 
Cromer in his county about one alehouse. The local constables 
108 A.P.C.~ Vol. XI, p. 89. 
109 A.P.C., Vol. XVI, pp. 371-72. 
110 A.P.C., Vol. XXX, p. 176. 
111 JOhnson (ed.), OPe cit., pp. 133-34. 
l12Lister (ed.), OPe cit., p. 59. 
were making a tidy profit by charging three or four times the 
regular rent of 20L. for an unlicensed shack where ale was sold. 
Bacon ordered the constables to appear at the next assize to 
answer the accusation. 113 
Drinking a tankard of ale was but one of many pleasures 
enjoyed by Elizabethans., for a wide range of miscellaneous amuse-
ments can be found in the extant records of the justices. Seven 
men of Staffordshire broke into an enolosed field at Clayton 
MagDa in order to gain acc.ss to a stream teeming with trout. 
The justices estimated that the group caught 2L* worth of fish, 
so that was the amount of the fine. 114 The illegal anglers near 
Penkeridge seem to have had much better luck, for their nets con-
tained four pickerels valued at 4L., three "chevyns" at 16~., and 
ten "corotches" at l2S..115 
In town a fine levied by the justice proved rather easy 
to come by. Manchester justices levied 2L. against a man who 
disturbed his neighbors by playing his musical instrument early 
in the morning and late at night. 116 Throwing bowls within the 
same town resulted in a fine of 6s. ad. 117 John Brand of 
- -
Buntingford in Hertford was presented at sessiona for leading a 
113 Bacon, Ope cit., pp. 52-53. 
l14Burne (ed.), Ope cit., vol. II, p. 117. 
11SIbid., p. sa. 
l16The Court Leet Record. of the Manor of Manchester, 
Vol. II, p. 163. 
117 Ibid., p. 79 
mob that cut down the Maypole at Yardley.118 Although Brand may 
have been a Puritan, he was probably only having a good time with 
his companions at the expense of the citizens of Yardley. After 
having imbibed beyond their capacity, Roger Hilton and two cro-
nies created an ungodly disturbance in a street of a Lancashire 
town on Easter SUnday, 1591119 according to a court record of 
the justices. What i. more serious was an incident that hap-
pened in Middlesex. Humfrey Perwige, alias Peroge, of Hogsdon, 
entered the Shoreditch parish church at eight in the morning of 
a Sunday and called the Reverend Nicholas Dangell a "vyle knave, 
turd in the tethe knave" before the entire congregation. 120 
Again, the incident is recorded in the quarter session records, 
but no punishment is prescribed. 
Helen Norris of st. JOhn's Shete in Middlesex enter-
tained persons of ill fame at her disorderly house according to 
the sessions records for 1571,121 and the guesta of Ingram 
Jakaon were not in the least respectable. 122 Justice Ryth put 
Robert Wyne of Islevorth in recognizances to appear at the next 
general session, for he had set an evil example by keeping a 
"lewde strumpett of incontynent lief" to the scandal of the 
118 Hardy (ed.), Ope cit., p. 34. 
119 Tait (ed.), OPe cit., Vol. I, p. 19. 
120Jeaffreson (ed.), 2p. cit., p. 53. 
121Ibid., p. 69. 
122Ibid., pp. 70-71 
123 parish. However, William Blunt was quite content with dice, 
cards, and bowling,l24 John Clayton appeared fond of shovegat.:5 
and an illegal football match between Wexbridge and Ruislip, both 
in Middlesex, resulted in a free-for-all of players and specta-
t.ors. 126 
HUnting in the country, producing a play in London, or 
gambling in unlicensed alehouses, all increased the work of the 
just.icese A multitude of other minor offenses further added to 
it. The conciliar requests for closer supervision demonstrate 
the difficulties inherent in the office as well as the scope of 
Privy Council Government. 
123~., p. 166. 
124Ibid., p. 71. 
125Ibid ... p. 76. 
l26Ibid., p. 97. 
CHAPTER VII 
THE QUALITY AND BPFICIDtor OF 'l'HB JUSTICES 
The quality of the looal justice of the peace is a diffi-
cult matt.r to a.se... In the first place, many important 
Elizabethan politicians and courtier. were included in the 
ccamis.ion, but few of them contributed any service due to the 
ta.k. a.siqned to them in London. For instance, Sir William 
Petre took part in a .pecial •••• ion at Chelmsford in 1569, the 
fir.t time in twenty-five year. that he had attended, there i. 
no record of hi •• ub.equ.nt attendance. l Thi. i. particularly 
unfortunate .ince most of the extant biographical information 
concerns the qreat fiqures of the reign rather than ordinary 
people.. Since the ideal ju.tice has been described in the 
Introduction, it now remains to piece together fl.eting glimp.e. 
of the actual men who sat at the quarter sessions. 
Shortly after the accession of Elizab.th I, the Privy 
Council sent a letter of thanks to Sir Ambrose Jermyn for his 
detection and treatment of John Shepard, who had extorted IDOney 
from the county under the pretense of posse. sing a special 
commdsaion. 2 In another instance, Thoma. Hanmer, a Wel.h justice 
1 ... G. aamison, Tudor Secreteat Sir WilJ:ip P~.tr. at 
Court ap4 Home (London, Longmana, 1961 , p. 263. 
2 A,P.C., Vol. VII, p. 9 
was exonerated from a char~e of corruption, and the info~er 
found himself in priaon. 3 Due to the bishops' census of 1564, 
some justices were dropped from the commission on account of 
recrusancy. Twelve years later another notice was given by the 
Council to omit still others.4 Lord Keeper Nicholas Bacon re-
ceived a list of Welsh recusant justices from the Council of the 
Marches of Wales5 at about the same time as the Council issued 
the order for omissions. In 1579, as a conclusion to a long 
period of scrutiny, the justices of assize administered the oath 
of supremacy to all the justices in their respective circuits. 6 
Although it became the practice of the Court of Star 
Chamber to summon negligent justices annually for an admonishment 
in respect to their axeaution of the laws, Nicholaa Bacon con-
tinued to be so dissatisfied with the state of the local bench 
that he contemplated the replacement of the justice. by paid 
civil servants in 1575.7 SUch a threat did not prevent Sir 
Walter Waller of Rent fram harboring criminals according to Lord 
Abergavenny, the Lord Lieutenant of the county. 8 
During the next decade little is heard of the efficiency 
of the justice., but in 1586 the fir.t of several periodic 
3 A.P.C., Vol. VII, p. 172. 
4 A.P.C., Vol. IX, p. 233. 
5 A.p.e., Vol. IX, p. 346. 
6 A.p.e., Vol. XI, p. 178. 
7 Oaborne, OPe cit., p. 36. 
8 Xbid., pp. 39-40. 
ord.r. went out from the Council to the lord mayor of London to 
command the numerous ju.tic •• residing in and about the city to 
return to their hame countie.. The suggestion was also made 
that the ju.tices relieve their poor neighbor. out of their own 
.upplie. during times of .carcity. Those re.isting the order 
were to have their names forwarded to the Counci1. 9 The .ame 
order in one form or another continued to be i •• ued at the more 
frequent meeting. in the star Chamber during the 1590 ••• 10 
U.ually it was adequate to a.k them "to repayre to th.ir Country 
dwelling •• " However, even at home few justice. attended the 
quarter •••• ion.. Of fifty-seven in the West Riding of York.hire 
during the period 1597-1600, only .ix to eight were aative at a 
.e •• ion. B¥ 1603 the number had increa.ed to ten or eleven with 
twenty-two appearing once. ll 
Some justice. did not permit th.ir work at the •••• ion. 
to interfere with banqueting and gaming, for a conciliar order 
had to be i •• ued again.t exce •• ive indulging in these p1ea.ure.~2 
The sheriff, charged with keeping a table for the ju.tices who 
had to appear at the assize, collected a contribution of 12L. 6g. 
for the ju.tice·. dinner and age for that of each of hi. servant •• 
Perhaps an uneasy citizen whose case was on the docket contributed 
9A • P •C., Vol. XIV, p. 120. 
10William P. Baildon (ed.), La. Reporte. del ease. in 
camera Stellata 1593 to 1609 (London, Spottiswoode and Co., 
1894), p. 56. 
11 Cheyney, Ope cit., p. 325. 
12 A.p.e., Vol. XXX, p. 784. 
a chicken or two to the spread--even Francis Bacon accepted a 
small gift before rendering judgment. 
In the Parli5ment of 1601 Mr. Glasscock inveighed against 
the "basket JUstioe," who would dispense with a dozen penal stat-
utes for half that number of chickens. 13 JUstices were accused 
of doubling the required levy of soldiers in order to make a 
profit on the excess. Even a warrant for a felony carried a 2~. 
fee for the justice. Fines derived from the prosecution of 
drunkenness, the unlicensed keeping of alehouses, and absence 
from church were compared to a subsidy of two-fifteenths by the 
speaker. John Bond, a classicist and physioian, denounced the 
wide power of the justioes, but the comptroller and Sir Robert 
Wroth, a justice himself, defended them. The fo~er stated that 
if the justioes were critioized as servants of the Queen, ulti-
mately the seat of justice itself would suffer the same treat-
ment. Under the Stuarts that seat was critioized to the pOint of 
executing the king_ Sir Robert Wroth expressed doubt that 
Glasscock would even be oonsidered worthy of being named a jus-
tice and then pressed him for names of unworthy judges, so the 
whole commission would not be slandered. 14 Another critio 
claimed that the justices were like "dogs in the capitol," for 
instead of barking at rebels, they annoyed the people with 
13G• B. Harrison (ed.), The Elizabethan Journalsi Being: 
a Record of Those ThingS Most Talked of Durln~ the Years 1591-
1603, Vol. IIII A Last nizabeth:an Journal Ij99-l603 (New Yorkl 
The Macmillan Company, 1939), p. 234. 
14 ~., pp. 235-36. 
insatiable qreed.~~ Finally, the Lord Keeper expressed the hope 
that the juatices would not deserve the evil reputation that some 
had. cautioning them against illicit accumulation of wealth and 
provocation of local quarrels, the Lord Keeper again advised the 
justices to spend more time at home attending to the duties of 
their office. 16 
The star Chamber reports contain special reminders for 
the justices at the annual conferences during the 1590's. First, 
the grain shortage of 1595 resulted in an order that the justice. 
meet weekly at the local market to inspect the supply offered for 
sale and to prohibit the rich from buying too much. Secondly, 
the general inefficiency, neglect, and ignorance of many justices 
received a sound condemnation,17 To drive the point home, Queen 
Elizabeth dismissed some justices who were unacceptable on these 
counts. 1S The star Chamber session of JUly 1, 1596, concentrated 
on apprehending vagabonds and deciding slander cases. 19 Many 
earlier observations were repeated in 1598, but epecial mention 
was made of the need for justly assessing the poor for the new 
subsidies. 20 Some justices tried to evade their own taxes by 
dual residence, against the repeated order to remain on their 
15Wilbraham'. Journal in Camden Hilcellany, Vol. x, 
camden society, Third Series, No.4. n.p. Office of the 
SOciety, 1902), pp. 12-13. 
16aarrison (ed.), Ope cit., Vol. III, p. 240. 
17 BailOon (ed.), Ope cit., pp. 19-20. 
lS~., p. 21. 
19Ibido , pp. 56-57. 
20~., p. 102. 
eatates within the county.2l 
JUstice Richard Hurlestone, a Cheshire Puritan, who 
served as a feodary in the Court of Wards, personally raised 
funds to bring qualified preachers to the county. Perhaps such 
Christian solicitude influenced the Court of star Chamber to 
acquit him of the charge of corruption in office. 22 Meanwhil., 
the Queenls attorney fought against disorderly justices who led 
bands of ar.med men to the sessions held in various Welsh countie& 
The Council asked the circuit judges to correct the same disor-
der. 23 Richard GWyn, a justice of caernavon, was accused of 
several orimes that warranted his removal from office. According 
to the accusation, GWyn had used the office for personal enrich-
ment, falsely imprisoned honest citizens, consorted in the at-
tempted murder of a sergeant, enticed young gentlemen to his 
house to gamble, led an armed riot, and committed perjury in the 
COurt of the Marches. 24 He was removed from the commission. Sir 
Richard Trevor was also deposed from the commission for Denhigh 
in 1601 on nine counts of war profiteering. 25 Shakespeare also 
21 A.P.C., Vol. XXXII, pp. 47-48. 
22Joel Hurstfield, The Queenls Wards! Wardship and 
Marriage Under Elizabeth I (London: Longmans Green and Co., 
1958), p. 237. 
23 A.P.C., Vol. XiX, p. 136. 
24Ifan ab OWen Edwards (ed.), A catalogue of star Chamber 
PrecsediESs Relating tp Wa~e~, Board of Celtio Studies. Univer-
sIty of Wales History and Law Series, No. 1 (cardiff, University 
Press Board, 1929), p. 29. 
25 Ibid., p. 54. 
alluded to the dishonesty of the justices in a conversation 
between Gloucester and King Lear I 
Bee how yond justice rails upon yond simple thief. 
Hark, in thine ear. change places, and ~d-dandy, 
which is the justice, which is the thief. 
To remedy the deplorable state of justice in Wales, the 
justices of Staffordshire complained to the Council of the Welsh 
outlaws who lived at Areley, a place the Welsh justices conve-
niently found too distant. Severe steps were taken for rectifi-
cation. calling a special meetinq with the sheriff, requesting 
every county to punish any and all outlaws, and delegating 
neighboring counties to proceed in the same way.27 The justices 
at Dertford were rebuked for unspecified irreqularities in the 
trial of Alexander Newly for the murder of Thomas Duncre. Al-
though convicted, Newly was reprieved. by the Queen until further 
notice from the Council. 28 
Local neglect could also result in an unpleasant visit to 
the star Chamber as was threatened to the justices of Staflbrdshire, 
due to their prolonged mishandling of the Drayton Bassett riot 
case. 29 The justices of Middlesex received notice from the oo~ 
cil to free an acquitted Netherlander, Clay.s Cornelius, who had 
remained in prison six months after his trial. 30 In Brecknock 
26 King Lear. IV, VI, 153-55. 
27 A.P.C., Vol. XXXII, pp. 102-104. 
28 A.P.C., Vol. XXX .. p. 142. 
29 A.P.C., Vol. XII, pp. 245-46. 
30 A.P.C ... Vol. XXIV .. p. 424. 
the Council ordered the jU8tices to postpone the election of a 
coroner, but three justices caused a riot by disobeying.3l Riots 
at Shelford in Nottingham resulted in Sir Thomas Stanhop's being 
accused of neglect, the Council sternly warned him to repress all 
future unlawful assemblies. 32 When John cade of Maldon in Essex 
canplained of the abuses of justices GaWdy and J<inqSl11yth" an 
investigation was ordered. 3l All in all, the justices sometim •• 
merited correction, but it is impossible to reduce the cases of 
neglect or corruption to a percentage of the whole since many 
record. remain in manusoript, and the total number of justices 
at a particular moment varied widely. 34 
31 A.P.C., Vol. XIV" pp. 333-34. 
32 A.P.C., Vol. XIV .. p. 267. 
33 A.P.C., Vol. XXX" p. 787. 
34oaborne, 012· cit., pp. 29-30. 
CHAP'l'ER VIII 
COHCLUSION 
Originating in the late Middle Ages, the office of the 
justice of the peace demonstrated the ability of the Tudors to 
adapt past institutions to the needs of the sixteenth-century 
English state. Certainly the duties of the justice increased 
steadily throughout the reign of Elizabeth, but this fact alone 
does not warrant casting him in the mold of the docile bureau-
crat, as he has been cast in the recent past. The dissatisfac-
tion of the Privy Council with the lack of local law enforcement 
occurred too often, and repeated warninqs did not always remedy 
neglect. 
Religious conformity received an impetus from a few 
justices, but moat hesitated to inquire too closely into the 
consaiences of their neighbors or into their own for that matter. 
Even more difficulty occurred when the privy Council issued spe-
cific orders to apprehend recusants or to eradicate the varied 
sects that prevented the religious unity of the realm. Although 
the justices were somewhat successful in stemming the growth of 
recusancy, they met with little succe •• in dealing with Prot •• -
tants who remained outside of the Angliaan fold. Many more or-
ders were concerned with catholics than with Protestant dissen-
...... _- ~ ...... ,....,... .. 1"r ........... ".nn.n 
In an irregular fashion the justices levied troops, 
raised and transported supplies of all kinds, and handled the 
problems of the demobilization and the pensioning of disabled 
veterans. The conscientious justice could devote a good deal of 
time to inspecting passports, watching for the enemy, providing 
horses for government messengers, and impressing skilled labor 
for work on fortifications, but it is impossible to say how many 
performed their duty faithfully. The justice often received a 
conciliar rebuke for reticence or outright neglect. Soldiers and 
mariners often lacked supplies while in service and complained of 
non-payment of pensions later. 
The regulation of the grain trade proved a constant head-
ache for the justices. Supply and price had to be supervised, 
for brewers, bakers, and wholesale dealers did their best to cor-
ner as much of the market as possible. Harvests were seldom 
abundant due to poor farming methods, and the numerous dearths 
caused widespread hardship which was seldom alleviated by imports 
or shipment of grain from one area to another. Annual price con-
trol by the justices did little to regulate the local market be-
caus. the statutory ceilings lagged, and poor control in one area 
might cancel the efforts made in another. The prohibition of 
meat consumption during Lent and the provisioning of royal .s-
tat.s were of minor importance but elicited occasional violation. 
Within the community, property disputes often resulted 
in the justice and his subordinates stepping in to settle matters. 
The justices aided the Privy Councilor the assize in an import~ 
case by gathering evidence, insuring -the appearance of the par-
ties, or by quelling riots with the aid of the sheriff. Minor 
encroachments and fines due to the lack of sanitary maintenance 
could be handled at the quarter session. The justices assessed 
taxes within the county, raised loans and subsidies, and advised 
the Privy Council on the feasibility of a particular tax or the 
inability of some to pay one already levied. 
The justice enforced building regulations, licensed ale-
houses, and ordered the repair of bridges. Building legislation 
was often ignored by the justices in the highly populated areas, 
but the statute requiring a license for the erecting of a cot-
tage was enforced in small towns. Only those with a trade from 
which the community could benefit were able to secure licenses, 
for no parish welcomed an additional family that might prove a 
financial liability. The licensing of alehouses met with great 
success because the owners were known to all and better records 
appeared at the end of the reign. The justices ordered bridges 
to be repaired by those who stood most to benefit from them, but 
numerous cases of neglect prove their failure in this aspect of 
local regulation. 
By modern standards the punishment for theft was exces-
sively severe. Abductions and murder as felonies never directly 
fell within the province of the justice. Although the law was 
very detailed concerning faulty weights and counterfeiting, few 
cases appear in the extant printed records. Witchcraft and sedi-
tion are rarities, too, but the punishment of the few convicted 
was usually death. 
Piracy frequently involved the justice, for he provided 
supplies for pursuing ships, examined suspects, confiscated the 
spoils, and imprisoned pirates until he could hand them over to 
the Admiralty. The poacher often appeared at the sessions. 
Since hunting was reaerved for the aristocracy, a poor man in 
search of supplementary food or amusement suffered a fine. 
Theatera and gambling often proved beyond the abilities of the 
justices. As aoon as one place closed another opened. The fine 
remedied numerous offenses ranging from illegal fishing to cut-
ting down a Maypole. 
Wage regulation of agricultural workers and men engaged 
in the trades proved another important point of the justice's 
jurisdiction. Small business, both shopkeepers and clothiers, 
underwent minute regUlation. The most difficult abuses to con-
trol were those of the middlemen who traded in wool. Labor prob-
lems were few, but there are isolated instances of resentment of 
foreign workers, forced impressment, a mining riot, and abuse of 
apprentices. Stability was the ideal, and the justices a~ost 
always did what they could to make it a reality. JUdging from 
the paucity of incidents, they succeeded admirably. 
The increased mobility of the population due to enclosur~ 
war, and depression made the control of vagabonds and beggars 
difficult. Watches, searches, and licenses did little to improve 
the situation as the frequent proclamations and orders to the 
justices attest. A whipping for vagabondage replaced jailing, 
boring a hot iron through the ear, and even death. The Parlia-
ment realized by its provisions for the poor and disabled that 
these problems of charity had to be solved in a new way, and the 
justices were assigned much of the task. The justice sometimes 
arrived at equitable solutions for the support of illegitimate 
children. Arising fran the example of town provision for the 
poor, the parish rate had become the national solution of Parlia-
ment. Justices also settled local jurisdictional dispute··,over 
-" 
ratings and their collection. 
Neglect more often than outright corruption existed among 
the justices. Few justices were as conscientious as Nathaniel 
Bacon or William Lambarde, but then one had to search to find a 
"basket justice" in spite of the criticism in Parliament. The 
Privy Council carefully watched the justioes and their efficiency 
in and out of quarter s.ssions, and sharp letters of reproof 
found their way into the most obscure hamlets.~ Efficiency varied 
widelYI a Welsh justioe might belong in the county jail while one 
in Middlesex generally held himself to a high standard of conduct. 
If the justice of Norfolk proved capable of providing for the 
poor, one in Yorkshire negleoted the cloth regulations. Varied 
duties of the justice extending into many sectors of Elizabethan 
life challenged his resourcefulness and energy, but the justice 
usually acquitted himself fairly well in keeping the Queen's 
peace. 
The image of the justice as a completely "docile beast of 
burden" does not hold up well under a clos. examination of the 
recorda. Beard ' work is 1e s v luable for the reign of 
Elizabeth than f or the history of the justi ce's of fice under the 
earlier TUdors1 in fact, it gives the reader a false tmpresaion 
of the operation of the office by citing a few well chosen ex-
amples. Rowse pointed to a more balanced assessment, although 
he never concentrated on the justices themselves. This study 
has attempted to begin righting the balance by extensively e~ 
ining the justices at work through the recorda and handbooks. 
Many orders from the Privy Council indicate that tb. law was not 
b TA p, !1~t I /..1'1'''· < f. ~an f;1"I ' 1;-1 
being enforoed. Only Wft~ al-l extanvidence haa ))ego> 
Act. of the Pri 
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